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CHATTER I
BTTRODUC^TON
My aim in this thesis is to show the extent to which
the French Pleiade influenced ^'dmund S-oenser. I must trace
my interest in the subject back to the time when T w?=>s made
acquainted with several Doems by ^onsard and Du Bellay,
Being fascinated with their b-^auty as well as with their
Renaissance philosoD y, I resolved at some time to know more
about these men v/ho dared to bf^eak away from the turf?;id,
stuffy, Mediaeval material and reveal their own emotions
in such refreshing verse, "^hen, in st>*dying the English ReH-
aissance, I was made aware that the Pleiade was one of the
influences on 'Edmund Spenser, Rememb-^ring my French poets,
I decid'^d to combine two interests, and I set out to discover
the extent of this influence, '''he scattered, treatment of the
subject together with the lack of agreement among authorities
in regard to the influence of the "^leiade on Snenser incited
me to bring all this ive-^se ma-' erial into a concerted whole.
It is always interesting to discover influences on
great men, for such men do not produce wbrks of genius in a
vacuum. Though genius is born, as Du Bellay said, genius must
also learn from others before it can produce anything of valua.
It is interesting to search out the '^others" and, by so doing,
olace the author in his kroner setting and see him as a link
c
connecting the great works of the Dast with the great works of
the future. All too often we take such men as Spenser or 'Shake-
speare out of thf^lr century and, setting them on pedestals, we
regard it almost heresy to say that some of th'^lr ideas were
not original. The fact is that ^>x)enser and Shakespeare grew
out of the centuries that preceded them.
As I shall attenpt to show, Spenser could hardly have
accomplished what he did without having first learned from the
Pleiade. First of all, the Pleiade writers inspired him to writ i
poetry; secondly, they gave him means to work with in building
up a new poetry, '^he Pleiade gave Spenser his r»hilosoT)hy of
poetic composition and they influenced the kinds of po<=try he
used, his language, style, verse, and metre.
(r
CHAPTER II
GROWTH OF Tm: ENGLISH ^H^TAISSANCE FROM TH^ FRENCH AND ITALIAN
We must realize first that the Renaissance was no mush-
room growth; it was a slowly develoDing process which finally
led to a magnificent harvest. And just as it developed in Franco
it developed in ^Cngland. But while France had the advantage of
the earlier Italian Renaissance, England had the double advan-
tage of being able to draw from both France and Italy. Speaking
of the English Renaissance, i^egouis and Gazamian say:
.... all the preceding years of the sixt'^enth cen-
tury show no more than a series of incomplete experiments,
ground w^ich was v/on and then lost. In consequence, English
literature had its flowering season ^','hen the mac-'^if icent
Italian literature had already entered on its decadence,
when France had produced Rabelais and Ronsa^^d and his Plei-
ade, and Montaigne's essays were a-o-nearing .... It was
therefore in a generation enriched by all the substance of
France and Italy that Snrlan<i realized for the first time
her high liter'^ry ambitions. ^
In France, the Renaissance had brought a magnificent
renewal of art and literature.
La France, guidee par ses rois et notamment par Francois
I, avait decouvert avec ravissement les sDlendeurs de I'art
italien. A travers I'ltalie, elle avait eu la revelation de
I'antiquite: elle ava t traduit et naturalise sur son sol
Platon, ^omere, Virgile.^'
But the fact remains that while the French admired areek and
E^'ile Legouis and Louis Cazamian, A History of English
Literature (New York: Macmill'^n Co., 19261, p. 127.
^Henri ^eyre and Eliot Grant, Seventeenth Century j^'rench
Prose and Poetry (Boston: Heath and Col, 1937), v. 3.
t(
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Latin literature and praised it to the heavens, they borrowed
most from the Italians. Vvhile they learned many les=^ons in
composition from the stddy of the classics, they turned to
t^eir more recent neighbors. A literary ;?rouT) founded by the
Italian '"olemei is even said to have influenced the Pleiade
members to unite.
Since the "^^'rench were so dependent on the Italians,
any French influence on ^glish literature must ultimately be
traced to Italy. It has b en the great problem of the author-
ities in makin^ com"Darative studies to know whether borrowings
were taken indirectly from the >'rench version of the Italian
work, or directly from the v/o^-k its If . It is generally acireed,
however, that while the English studied 'reek, Latin, and
Italian literattB«^ln the original, French literatluse circulated
much more freely in ^gland than any other literature. Studies
show that the English deijended more on their neighbors.
The question arises, "'^.Vhy should the English have borrow
ed so much, when they had enough precedent at home?" But the
fact remains that most ^izabethans were blind to the merits
of the "courtly makers" Wyatt and Surrey, although some of
their ideas, such as the English sonnet form were ado-oted.
In the dark period after their deaths, iii^land sank from the
high peak of literary attain-'ent which 'Vyatt and Surrey had set
for it. When the Englishmen awoke again, they turned to the

5French poet Clement. Marot, who preceded the Pleiade and was at
the height of his fqme when the younieier Doets arose to contra-
dict his Doetic tenets. The name SheDhard^ s Calendar comes from
Marot* s Le Kalendrier des i^ergiers
,
and two books cony his ec-
logues. But it was to the Pleiade members that the "Hllizabethans
turned for most of their tutela/?e. The '^reater witers borrowed
ideas which they used in creatine original works, while the
lesser writers plundered wholesale the French writings. "Even
Shakes-oeare borrowed from the French, and we do not put a
smirch on his fame no^ do we reverence him less in saying that
he did borrow.
There were many reasons why the French writers should
have been accepted so enthusiastically, ^onsard was a favorite
of Queen Eliabbeth and a friend not only of the Farl of Leices-
'ter, S^'dney's uncle, but of F^idney, who had met Rons-^rd during
a stay in Paris.
Ponsard praised the Queen highly. Says Mr. -^ee, as he
gives us the words of Ronsard:
He looks for the day when swans on tihe river Thames
will proclaim that the Muses have deserted Parnassus to
greet in poetry the sovereigns of England, but ^he day of
the swans on the Thames had not yet da'vned. In complacent
mood RondaM regrets that God has denild England the ,1oy
of the vineyard, v;ith which his ovti country was bountifully
endowed, but bids h take comfort: Bacchus had not refused
Britons all his gifts; the merry god had joined Ceres in
cheating beer. The French poet .... shows his early
interest in Leicester by repo -ting the rumor of hid coming
marriage with Queen Eliza neth. He mentions among extraor-
dinary probhecies-
c(
Et u'un An!^16is si fortune sera
^
^ue sa maitresse un .iour espousera.
Le© also savs that Honsard dedicated to the queen a ne^v volume
of Elegies . Mascarades et Berg'erles to commemorate the treaty
of Troyes between England and France. In the epistle, he comnend|^
his name and fame to the keeping of the queen.
Not only was Ronsard a 6-avorite of the Queen and her
courtiers, but from Sns^lish literature of writers contemnorary
with Ronsard and Du Bellay we may glean the evidence that these
two leaders as well as their followers were generally well
kno^vn in England. Barring Spenser for the moment, Thomas Watson
wrote of the new achievments of Ronsard. In TarIt on' s Nev/s out
of Pursatorv, 1590, a compan^'' of Doets is described as ?^ittina:
aroiind listening to Ronsard recite a descri-ntion of his mistress
Cassandra, This -ras meant to be sarcasm, but the writer ridi-
cules the English translations of Ron'=ard, not the poet himself.
Another writer said Ronsard and Du Bellay were overly praised.
Drayton deplored the all too commoh habit of stealing from
Desportes, Ronsard' s successor. Thomas Lodge -oenned a notable
praise of DesDortes. "Few men a^e able to second the sweet con-
ceits of Philip DesDortes, whose poetical writings (are) for the
most part Englished, and ordinarily in everybody's hands."*
Sidney Lee, The French Renaissance inlTFnP'land (New ^^ork:
Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1910), t)T). 193f.
"^Ibid.
,
p. 211 *
r
Although the English admired French writings and often
stole from them, as Drayton said, for the most -oart English
writers did not acknowledge their borrowiAgs . A few, such as
Thomas Jenye, who translated Ronsard's Discours des Miseres de
ce tenps a la Royne mere du Roy in 1562, and Thomas Wfltson,
stated openly that their work was translation.
We must not conclude that the English were mere "co"Dy-
cats", for in spite of the profuse horrowini? of ideas and forms,
the English Doetry preserved its own distinctive character. In
poetry, it is not the idea which matters but the original way
in which the poet presents the idea, and the greater English
writers treated borrowed i eas in their own original way. Too,
the English were more concerned with the content of their poetr-;
than with its form. With the French, it was form that mattered.
While French Doetry aDPealed to the ear, English Doetry a-otJealec
to the heart. Since English Doetry went so much deeper in its
emotional at>t>eal, it sunaassed French DoetT^y by far.
f
CHAPTT^ III
THE PLEIADE
It w-^s while Rons-^rd was at the Collex^e of Coqueret in
Paris that he formed his ^reat orolect for the feform of French
poetry. On a journey between Poitiers and Paris, he met Du
Bellay, exchanged views with him, and Du Bellay decided to >ioin
the college, too.
Roon the Pleiade (L549-1585) was organized. It was con-
posed of the five young men who. conceived it: ^onsard, Du Bella^,
Remy Belleaa, Jean de Baif, and "Stienne Jodelle, To the five
there were added Pontus de Tyard and the Greek -orofessor, Jean
Dorat. At first they called themselves 1^ docte "-^^rtg^ade , but
soon they adopted the name of Pleiade, the Seven Stars, after
a similar organization of Greek T)oets at the court of Ptolemy
PhilacielB'^us at Alexand-^ia. The French Pleiade was to "r^ecome
the best known constellation in literary history."^ It was to
put into practice the radical reforms conceived by Ronsard.
Many later French writers were to follow in the trail which the
Pleiade T>oets had broken. Am^ng these w^s DesTSortes, whom we
shall have occasion to mention in connection with SDenser*s
sonnets. Desportes carried on the work of his superior, "^onsard
in French poetry.
Ibid., t>. 188.
((
Now t'^at our poets are organized in the Pleiade, let us
get some idea of the philosophy which governed these men's lives
and their Doetic composition. In their enthusuasra\^ these young
Renaissance Doets broke from the narrow bond?; of mediaeval au-
thority and turned to the ola?isic writings, with their broader
nhilosoPh^' of life. In their own effort to create a more nhi-
losophjc poetry which would treat broadly of human life, they
included in tbeir work some of this classic philosophy. Their
aim in this adontion was to bring the best of classical thon.^ht
to modern readers. They made no claim about havih^? originated
it themselves. Thus we cannot be sure that the Philosophy which
the Plei-''de poets adopted was really their cwftn conviction.
Searching through the whole mass of classical material
with an eye toward determining hat the French merely borrowed
and what they believed, we are tempted to say that thev had no
deep-seated convictions because they w?re not philosophers,
Bu Bellay had more profound thoughts than "Ronsard, since ^he •
former struck out for himself rather than following ^^o closely
the conventional to-^ics. But ^onsard's Philosophy was more
typical of the whole group, ^e attempted philosophical themes
concerning \!:eligion, nature, and love, but he seems always to
have turned in the end to less intricate patriotic and lauda-
tory material. In hiB religious work we find a curious mixture
of pagan and Christian sentiment. Judging by the titles of some
r
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of his hyilns we should be temDted to call him a religious t)oet,
and Indeed he did turn to religious topics in his later hymns.
Ronsard' s Hymne de la ^'ort is thoroughly Christian,
The Et)icurep»n fear of death -=^0 charac-t-erist ic of the ^enaise
sance is here set aside. Yet even in the ^elifious r)oems, he
included mythical and legendary material relating to cla-sical
deities. Kis idea was that God could be found behind the wor-
ship of the Dagans, and thus he attempted to reconcile this
conflict. But we 3usT)ect that he, as well as the rest of the
Pleiade, h-^d no deep religious beliefs since- he was for the most
part too m terialistic. Ronsard turned from involved, unsatis-
fying philoso"ohic thought to hy^ns of r»raise; his eye was on
success, and he was a born courtier skilled too long in the art
of flattery.
In Ronsa-^d's love Doems we find •'his same materialistic
outlook. The themes are TDurely conventional. The idea of c -^rT)e
diem is a favorite one, found, for exa^.Dle, in Ronsard* s most
famous ode, "Mignonne, allons voir si la rose." It is the
French counterDart of "Gcither ye rosebuds"; the accent is on
the Dresent life. The rest of the Pleiade had a similar outlook
since it was a Renaissance '-rait.
While the classic Platonic T)hilosoT)hy is to be found
both in the Pleiade writings and in those of Marot, it is rather
unsafe to say that it was their ovjjn conviction, ^'he knowledge
(•
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that Ronsard took over some Platonic ^erras and used them,
utterly divorced from their ori^;inal meaning, to describe the
physical beauties of his mistress, leads us to think the French
werS a bit too worldly for Plato and took over his ideas rather
for the beauty of Dhrase than for the content. The French were
too involved in this live to be very spiritual, and we find
none of the deet) bhilosophical thought which characterized
ST)enser*s works.
The Pleiade's poetic iDhilosoT)hy was ^nore profound and
more sincere than its DhilosoDhy of life. They set out to make
French r^oetry rival any othe-r poetry, cla^'^^ical or otherwise.
'J-'o do this they had to enrich their lan^uafire in stvle and verse,
For their models they turned to the classicists and the Ital-
ians, ignoring for the most Dart the old French Doets
i
The French kept steadily to their -^urpose and achieved
their ends, for they had a faith in French poetry and they were
sure of the immortality of the T>oet. Other works of art might
crumble, might be forgotten along with those who ceated them,
but it was not so with poetry:
Ne pilie'f', ne terme dorique
D' histoires vieilles deco-»"e
Ne marbre tire d*Afrique
En colonnes elabore.
Ne te feront si bien revivre
Apres avoir "oasse la Dort
Comme les Dlumes et le livre
""e feront vivre a"ores ta mort.
said Ponsard. Confirient of himself, he boa^^ted:
c(
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Je suis, dis je, Ronsard, et cela te suffice,
Ce Ronsard, que la France honore, chante et r>rise,
Des Muses le mif^non : et de qui les escrits
N*ont crainte de se voir T)ar les asies surpris.
This TDoetic vaunt of iininortality was taken from the
classics but they far outdid their classic masters. It w^s the
individualism of the Renaissance cro^^oin^ out. Ronsard meant
to be as sure of eilory in usin,?!; his OA>n lanp'ua're as hlerhlv as
the old poets he followed.
But while Ronsard looked for £*lory even in his lifetime,
Du Bellay was not so confident, -"-e felt an inferiority, and in
one of the sonnets of his Antiquites de Rome he wished that he
had the harp of AmDhion to rebuild the city, or a Den like
Virgil's to raise the edifice. He then asked his verses if
they could aspire to be read by later times. If anything could
live Rome would have lived. But he would keet) on writing -ooetry,
humble as he was. certainly he would have no fame in his own
lifetime, but he would hoT)e for glory in future ages. He had
written:
. . . .
espere le fruict de ton labeur de 1' encorru^t ^ ble
et non envieuse posterite. C*est, la s'loife, seule eschelle
par les degres de laquelle les mortels d'u" Died le^rer
montent au ciel et se font comDasnons des dieux.
From his early doubts and wavei^ings, Du Bellay turned to
a more confident attitude as he grew older, will see much
of Du Bellay' s sentiment passing into Spenser.
The poet, then, was one person over whom 'f^ime had no

sway. In his great faith in inimortality , he even boasted that
he was s rona: enough to ^^ive others eternal fame. Certainly
this was incont-r-overtible , for as long as his -ooetry lasted,
the TDeople who we-^e celebrated in that "ooetry would -fernain
known. T'^e idea was of ancient cla sic origin and the Pleiade
members make it very com-Tion. Ronsard wrote:
Par cet hynne solennel
Respandra r*essus ta race
Je ne scay auoi de sa grace
Qui te doit faire eternel. (Odes , T, vii)
and
Longtemps apres la mort, ,1e vous feray revivre;
Vous vivrez et c^oistrez comne Laure en o-randeu-",
Au moins tant que vivront les nlumes et le livre.
( Sonnets pour Helens, II)
The faith in t^^e immortality of ooetry, of the t)oet, and
of all those to whom that noetrv was addres'=;ed was founded on
a stronger basis than that of historical fact. For the-^e T>oets
conceived of Doetry as a divine gift, sriven (iod to a chosen
few. Ronsard wrote:
Par art le navigateur
Dans la mer manie, et vire
La bride de =;on navire:
Par art les Rois sont querrirs.
Par art se font les ouvriers
:
Mais =;i vaine exDerience
vous n*aurez de tel erreur,
sens plus ma sainte fureur
pnlira vostre science ....
les v^r *e vien^ent de Di«B,
Non de I'humaine nuis-ance.^
SWilliam L. Renwick, Edmund ^-oenser (London* 'FldwaT-d
Arnold and uo., 3.9S5). p. 186. ' _
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and Du Bellay wrote:
Une fureur d' esprit au del me conduisoit
"D'une aile qui la mort et les siecles evite,
5r<tt. le docte tropoeau qui sur Parnasse habite
De son feu plus d'vin mon ardeur attisoit.
'Le docte trouneaa*, the i.iuses, here represent the power of
God. i^ince poetry was a divine sift it was an exalted calling,
not for everyone. Ronsard said that all -^en should not concern
them;^elves with •ooetry, that "orose was the language of men,
but poetry was the language of the fz;ods, and that men had to
be consecrated from birth in order to b'^ true poets.
True poets 'vere rapidly disaT)T)earing, for the oublic
no longer valued good Doetry, '^en the rich and -oowerful whom
the TDoets had need of as T5atrons were indifferent to poetry,
Du Bellay lamented this in his Deffense:
Kings and princes should remember, it seems to me, that
great emneror, who T-»referred that the ancient might of the
laws should be broken "'•h^n that the works of Virgil, con-
demned to the flames by the testament of their author,
should be burned. V/hat shall I say of that other c!;ref't
monarch who preferred the febi-th of Homer to a great
victory'' Once when near the tomb of Achilles, he cried out:
Oh, har.T^y y-^uth to have found luch a trumpeter of your
praises.* In tr\ith , without the divine *''use of Homei- the
sere to^^b that covered t^.e ^ody of Achilles vo uld also
have overv/helmed his ^enown . . . ."^
But the great men paid no heed to such things, for dissapations
had made men lose the desire for immortality, '^hey not only
ignored poets, but they made fun of them. Those with -ooTDularity
^Ibid
. , p. 186.
%arrie S. v, Jones, ::andbook of Spenser (New York:
F. S. Crofts and Col, 1930), t). 88.

were the mock uoets who had def2;raded iDoetry and who had no
business writing -ooetry. l)u Bellay nvajed to ft'^ollo for a poet
whose well-soundinff; lute would silence the raucous bPi^?^i-Des
much as a stone thrown into a swami) silenced the voices of the
frogs
.
This state of effdirs had to be remedied, -^t was the con
cern of the few divinely insDired Doets to take the resDonsi-
bility which ^od had etiven them, ^'o be ISorn T)oets was not
enough; they had to study diligently in order to l:ecome -ooats
of worth. When cnce 'hey had fitted ther.selves, Viiej could
v7ork toward reestablishing a Doetry of worth and so earn the
promised immortality.
It was for the Pleiade poets to reestablish French
poetry and Du BeMay was the first one to give to the world
and account of the "Pleiade* s proa;ram. In 1549 came his Deffense
et Illustration de la langue francaise . Later, there were other
critical works by vrio-is authors, nobably "Ron sard* s Abrejge
de l*art Poetique in 1565 and the Prefaces to the Franciade, in
which he explained the methods he had used in his et)ic.
We may take Du Bellay* s work as reT5resentative of the
views of the whole group. It had been occasioned by Thomas
Sibilet*s Art Poetique , in which 3ibilet had stated Drecepts
based on the teachings of ^^arot. 'i'his was just what the Pleiade
members were struggling against, for they thought very little
Ibid., p. 92.
c
of the "Doetic work of their predeces?^ors . H was this work, then
which Du Bellay answered in the Deffense ,
Du Bellay divided his works into two hooks. In the first
his purpose was to defend the French lan,^uaflre as bein^ Doten-
tially as good for the exDresiion of elevated thought as the
classical i^atin or Greek. But cultivation was necessary. The
translations of the classics which had been made were not enough
French writers must do original work in imitation of Greek or
Roman literature, and they must do it in their mother tongue.
In this way the French language would be built up.
In his second book, the Illustration, Du Bellay* s g'-n-
eral aim was to show how the French language could be improved,
he began by dismissing all French literature before the six-
teenth century with the exception of the Roman d
e
la Pose. He
then went into a scathing criticism of mode-^n writers as bein/?
altogether unworthy of the name of noets, Poets wre born, he
said, but they must study and work hard in order to produce
anything of value, then went on to reco^end the kinds of
poetry to be cultivated. The rest of the book was devoted to
problems of vocabiilary enrichment and versification, ended,
as he had begun, with the patrio^-ic rjlea to Frenchmen not to
neglect their xvon tongue, for France was su^oerior to any other
modern nati n
,
The ^Inds of poetry advocated by the Pleiade were those
i
used by the classic no-^ts. The forms of antiauity were vecovm
mended as being far suoerior to the insignificant forms used
by the predecessors of the Pleiade. Most of the forms which the
Pleiade qrouD claimed to have resurrected from antiquity had
been used by earlier French writers.
The sonnet was to become the "^leiade's most representa-
tive form, yet it was not of classical origin but Italian.
Du Bellay wrote in his Deffense : "F^onne-moi ces beauT sonnets
i . . . non mo ins clocte oue ^laisante invention italienne,
pour lesquels tu as Petraroue et quelques moderned Italiens."
Ronsard said that he had introduced the -onnet into France, but
it had been used by ^arot. Marot had made a translation of
Petrarch in a series of sonnets called the Visions of Petrarch
ahd he had produced the Queen Mother sonnets. Both of these
are important in connection with Spenser's work. But it was the
Pleiade grour) who really made the sonnet Dorjular in France:
they used the form most frequently. Important to us are
Bellay's Songes and his Ant 5 quites de Rone, also his sonnet
sequence called Olive . Desportes, whom we have mentioned as
a follower of Ronsard, also wrote many sonnets and we mention
him because of his influence on English writer^- and on s-oenser.
The eJsiogue v/as another kind Of T)oetry which Du Bellay
recommended and in the peffense he named both Italian and class
sical poets to be used as models in writing eclogues, "^t is
Ir
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interesting to note that he also praised the Eclogue of Ji'iarot,
presiimably his foe, Marot had written two eclogues, one on the
death of ^dame Loyse and another called "Pan et Robin .
Still another genre suggested by Du Bellay was the eluiEjy
Here, too, Marot had Dreceded the Pleiade writers and had in-
cluded the notable elegy, the -L'ament to Dido
,
in one of bis
eclogues. Mai^ot had coDied the Greeks Bion and Moscus as ^.he
earliest writers of elegies and then Theocritus. The poem foli
lows the traditional form, the first part being a lament over
the death of the lady and the loss the Doet has suffered. The
second part is a re,1oicing over the fact that she has gone to
a better world.
A fourth type of -ooetry recommended by Du Bellay was th((
satire. In classical times Horace had praised it as a restrain-
ed tyne of wit, and the Pleiade followed him in -oleading its
us© instead of the undisciplined farce.
The et)igram is a fifth tyr>e v/hich Du Bellav mentioned,
^rot had called his visions of ""etrarch ' eDigrammes * , but they
were not true ones, ^e wrote a real epigram in No. 64 of his
volume De Diane , where he treated the Cupid and Bee fable of
Anacreon. This theme was treated at least six times by the
French, and the one by Ronsard is perhar)s the best.
The ode was a sixth form mentioned in the Deffense
.
The ode was a novelty in France, and Ronsard claimed that he was
the first to adopt the Pindaric ode to French, but they were to
rI
be found in the v/ork of «J ean le ^'-j^ire, an earlier poet. T^onsa^d
misconceived the snirit and structure of "^indar^s work and
with his friends soon dTo^^-oed the formal ode .lust as Horace
had done, ^e reduced tt td) a series of brief stanzas, varying
in number but uniform in construction. These non-Pindaric odes
show a love of nature, are melancholy, and complain of the
transito^^iness of life. Ronsard found that this simT)ler form
of ode was better suited to love Doems. His best-known ode is
the famous «Mignonne, allons voir si la rose.*
For the informal ode, Ronsard afterwards substituted
the humn, which he regarded as very near the ode. Ronsard'
s
second book of Hymnes made him a rising star; they were the
most "DOTDular of all his works. His h\j"^ns differ widely, al-
though most of them are in alexandrines. The earlv ones were
quite TDC'^an in character, but he tried lat r to make his hipins
Christian
,
We cannot overlook the little lyric Doems dealing with
the floral pa.^eantry of Spring and Summer, Although Du Bellay
did not mention them, probably because they were unimportant,
they were very poiDular with the i'leiade v/^iters, especially
Ronsard.
T^IR herd>ic or er)ic was the most important type of poetry
advised by Du Bellay. Opening his discussion of the ma.lor senre
of Doetry, Du Bellay aT)t)ealed to the New Poet thus:
'^-^onques,
o tay qui doue d'une excellente felicite de nature,
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and went on to say that the euic was worthy of the greatest
efforts of diviri'^ly insnired poets 'vho had fitted themselves
for the task. As a model Du Bellay reco'^mended the Italian poet
Artosto, viho had written an epic, Orlando Furioso . Ariosto'
s
work differed from the classical epics of Homer and Virf^il in
its loose construction and its inclusion of romantic material.
Du B©llay was in favor of the latter and wrote:
Corame luy (Ariosto) donq'
,
qui a bien voulu emp^^unter
de nostre i-«an-^ue les Noms et l^Histotf© de -^on Poeme ,
choysi moi quelqu'Un de ces beaux vieulx Romans Francovs,
comme un Lancelot ou Tristan, ou autres et en roy renaitre
au monde un ad^iirable Iliade et la laborieuse Aneide . . . .
Du Bellay advised poets to use their eloquent romances for the
purpose of teaching--' a doctement e^rire.' He also counceled
the use of old chronicles in condensed form, v/hich were to be
preserved in the epic.
In his Preface to the Franciade , ^onsard echoed -^nd
expanded the views of Du Bellay. He undertook to surpass
Ariosto; he took from Ariosto' s epic the recountin^r ol certain
mythical "^rojan-descended ancestors of the ruling house and he
also used national chronicles. Other characteristics of his
epic were: the use of romantic material of sinscle combat with
giants, the fondness for personified abstractions and virtues
and vices, the use of allegorical pageant, the retarding of the
narrative by long descriptions, the setting of on© year as the
time limit of an epic.
Having seen the kinds of poetry adopted by the ""^leiade,
20
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we may r)roceed to the reforms W ich the French T)oets made in
language and style.
The Pliiade, with its? exalted concet)tion of -noetry, f'^lt
it necessary to create a new, richer, and more noble lansriiaflre
to suit this exalted noetry, Poetrv was to have a lanfl:uae;e ana^f
and the words used for prose were not ample enough or even sAit
able, i'his necessitated vocabulary enrichment, and a great
controversy raged over the borrowing of foreign wrds, both
contemDorary and classical, A great many Italian words were
introduced into French during the sixteenth centwrv, and many
were used by the Pleiade. While the French apT)roved of some use
of Haliah, they feared Italianization and defended their ovm
language against the invasion of foreign tongues. The Pleiade
undertook, too, to rid French of a host of learned barbarisms
which the ' rhetoriqueurs had introduced. 'I'he -noets considered
the French of their day to be too full of Greek and j-atin eru-
dite words, especially mythological.
J-'he conclusion of the Pleiade was that the poet might
borrow v«rords and -ohrases to suit his o^n needs, as long as he
us^d discretion. The Pleiade group bel4*ved in giving the "ooet
absolute liberty in eTXDeriment in contrast to the *l*hetoriquer*
school of poets who held extremely pedantic views. The poet's
trained ear is far more apt to be right and thus the opinion of
ordinary people is to be discounted.
1r
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The Pleiade chose the f^olden mean between the lan^ua^ye
of common iDei-ole and the lanfi!;uae;e of oedantry. Poetic diction
was to be neither all homs-bred nor all learned, but both were
to be used according to the poet's discretion.
Home-bred words were to include archaisms and dialecti-
cal terms and Dhrases, We find that there was a difference of
opinion among the French in regard to the use of archaic words,
Du Bellay frowned on their immoderate use end he preferred to
borrow from the classics rather than from old French, But from
his works w© may see that Bu Bellay used archaic terms, never-
theless. Ronsard, on the other hand, T^^-aised the u^e of archaic
terms, and used many. Only occasionally did Ronsard use it for
decorum; for the most tiart he wanted to enrich the lansruapre
with archaic language. The use of nrovincial dialect offered
further controversy. While Ronsard warmly recomm^^nded dialectic
terms, but used them only sli;2;htljr, ^^u Bellay, in his Deffense .
ignored the subject entirely. It was out of T)lace in the courtl:v
writing of the Pleiade.
Learned accretions were to include: naturalized impor-
tations from foreign tonsues, ancient and modern; technical
terms from the arts and sciences; and new coinages. The last
tyrje considfeed of the construction of new words from v^^ords
already existing. The Pleiade called this ' provisnement ' (en-
grafting) and frequently used it. uomi^ound et)ithets were in the
same cate^rory of new makings. Ronsard was T)roudest of this in-
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vent ion and he used hundred?; of these words* He created adjec-
tives 'ind cTDithets from two ^eiDarate words which w^re often
different Darts of sueech. '^o nouns could be joined, two ad-
jectives, a verb and a noun, or a noun and an adjective. "The
use of compound -Dithets became the T^leiade's distin<5!:uishin^?
characteristic
.
In accordance with the noet's freedom in the use of
laneruae:e, the French pO^ts did not hesitate to alter words for
convenience of rhyme and me" re. Ron sard had claimed the privi-
lege of -Doetic license and i>u Bellay followed the practice al-
thouech he was less bold in stating it.
through these reforms the Pleiade arovco hot>ed to elevate
poetic lan<?uage without making it unintelligible, but they were
In no sense writing for the common Deople. Pietry was in their
view limited to the leisured and the learned,
'i'he- next step in the enrichment of lanf^uaere w?5s through
syntax. The innovations of the Pleiade were* the use of the
i"finitive as a substantive; the n^.e of the ^djecti^'-e as a
noun or an adverb; and inversion. In a word, the Pleiade writers
made one part of speech take the place of another and they put
one clause of a sentence where another ordinarily belonged.
The French used these so often that ^heir diction just missed
geing 'precious*. Their desire to be 'above the mob' led them
to such artificialities.
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After eriT'iching the vocabulary so that the resulting
I'^nguage was ade-^uate for °iny tyv>e of wri tinier, the ^lelade used
this vocabulery in their new styt©. In the dav of iviarot, the mos ;
notable fault the French poets had was lack of stvle, nd here •
the Italian refugees suD^lied the want. Although most of th^m
were profit seekers and what was worse, third rate poets, they
had style, hrough contact with them, the Ji-'rench obtained a
style «?ense which was classic in origin, for the Italians had
been fed with ureek.
The Pleiade members, imbued with this =!ense of =^tvle,
took over these -Italian i^^eas and created what they called the
j
•style noble*, chiefly by the use of mythology and Dara-nhrase
.
In renqiincing th-^ir country's -oast they wanted to ab^^ndon the
filk taies, the le-ends of fairies -^nd marvelous Christians,
and instead they would substitute mythology, Konsard gave a
humorous self-criticism at the end of his laborious enic.
Les Francois qui mes vers liront,
S*ils ne .^ont et Cirecs et Romans
En lieu de ce livre ils i'au:"ont -
Qu*un Decant faix entre les mains.
For the new poetry b-^came ovenveighted with classical allusion.
It was the same with DaraDhrase. Du "^ella^r said, :.n recommonrling
it:
La grace d*elle est quand on designe le nom de quelcue
Jefferson B, Fletcher, "Areom^us and Pleiade.'* Journal
of Germanic Philology, II (1898-9), p, H3.

chose T)ar ce qui lay est
-propre, comme le Pere foudroyant,
pour luDeter^le Dieu deuic fois ne, pour Bacchus, le vierge
chasseresse, DOur Dyane. Cete figure a beaucoup d^autres
especes, que tu trouveras chez les Rhetorici'^ns , ?a fort
bonne s;race T)rinGi"oalemen+', auT descr iTJt ions , co'^e Dpnuls
ceux^ui voyent T)remiers rbugii* l*Aurore, iusques la ou *•
Thetis recit . . . . le fils d*HyT>erion; pour, deT)uis
1' Orient iusaues a I'Occident.
Du Bellay went to great lengths to exolain what was later to
be too well known.
"The yeoman* s share of the work was done by Ronsard
7
says Tilley. He had a feeling for style and created it, in
ST)ite of the fact that he had none to £?uide him in France, -^e
was best in his --eflective and emotional T)oetry, esr)ecially
his elegies. He loved nature and he was at his best when he us^d
nature as a background for his work. He not only described na-
ture but he also used it imaginatively and his imagination
never deserted him when he was expressing his mm feelings.
V/hile Du Bellay fell below Ronsard in the highest qual-
ities of a t»oet.-.Doetic vision and noetic execution—he had a
more delicate sensibility. His best work is more afaiiple and
more light than Ronsard^s.
The Regrets is Du Bellay' s stronfrest and most d>riffeinal
work. From Ariosto he had learned to write of r)ersonal feeline;;
and Berni had taught him to write little satires of life. From
both he had learned the natural and easy style and the direct
language which differed so much from the Pleiade tradition;
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His ideas were his larwn '^nd his sonnets bec^ine records of his "oer
sonal feelings in simDle lanf^iuage rather than Dolished, iri'^chan-
ical, Petrarchian conceits. Du Bellay had the qualities which
most of the Pleiade noetry lac>:ed--creative enerey and serious-
ness of T)urpose. T^'rench poetry tended to be too conceited,
artificial, and insincere, which was only natural in a Dompous
court in contact with a decadent •'•taly.
Just as the Pleiade members improved the language and
style of French poetry, they improved versification. In the
French metricalssystem each line contained a ficed n\3mber of
syllables and the lines were boiind together by rhyme. In order
to improve the ve^-sification, the Pleiade considered two things
to be nc^cessary: the invention of new rhythms, and the resto-"-
ation of "grand vers". Ronsard was such a leader in metrical
reform; he added ove^ one hundred metres to French Doetry, and
he restored t'^e Alexandrine or hexameter which is considered
his most notable reform. Ronsard also advised goinf?: back to old
authors for models.
The French created a musical and smooth-flowing verse
by variation of metre while still keeping syllabic regularity
and rhyme, which bound tof^ether the lines. The .iudgment of
smooth Doetry der)ended on the ooet's trained ear, Ronsard and
Du Bellay insisted. The ear, not the eye, was important, and
thus sDelling was disregarded. The practice led to what we
would call poetic license.
rr
Ronsard related verse to music, and his musical ear
and harmony sense led him to develop to the full the possibil-
ities in sound and word combination. He redommended the 'rime
riche* , the alternation of masculine and feminine verses, the
unequal length of line, and line linking, all of which -vould
make a more musical and varied verse. But instead of making
rules, Ronsard only counselled, for it was a matter of insDira-
tion and trained e-^r rather than mechanics. The alternation
of rhjrmes was required for the most -oart, since it was neces-
sary to musical v^^rse; the hiatus was to be avoided if it did
not sound well, and it was well to use the cae'^^ura in the long
alexandrine. Ronsard at first proscribed linking, but later
saw that it was \FPluable and allowed it. In other words, while
he knew classical rules, he was not enslaved by them and left
it a matter of the poet*s taste.
We have now seen something of the Pleiade's organiza-
tion, its Philosophy and its program for the refo-rm of French
poetry. We shall see that Edmund Spenser followed the French
literary program very closely in reforming English poetry.
His training and early literary work had given him the chance
to know and appreciate the French productions and while he
did not neglect entirely the prop'ress that earlier English
poets had made, the v/eil organized French "^roerram vms much
more valuable to him in creating a new English poetry.
ce
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CHAPTER IV
THE WORK OF SPENSER
No doubt Spenser was first acquainted with French lit-
erature through J!ulc<'=ister , one of S-oenser's teachers at the
Merchant Tavlors* School. Mulcaster had a great influence on
the young man. -^e was versatile and had a winning loersonality.
He was interested in French and Italian as well as English and
urged his students to make translations, -"-t was without doubt
he who obtained for SDenser the task of translating the Visions
nf Petrarch and the Ruins of Rome for Van der Noot's Theatre
of worldlingG
.
This work occu:''red during Spenser' s under-
graduateshdjp at C^jmbridge.
Spenser r>robably continued his French readings at the
universtiy, where French literature was taught, fiarveyl^ in
his correspondence with Spenser, speaks of such studies.
Through Mulcaster and his universtiy reading, Spenser
must habe obtained a wide interest in foreign literature. Jtie
wrote to ^arvey that he was influenced by A^iosto and Tasso and
he once told Harvey that he sta^-^^d to imitate Ariosto. -i-his
idea seems to have been taken from Du Bellay, who arivised this
same thing in his Deffense. S"Denser*s later interest in Tasso
was probably due to the Pleiade p:roup, for they admired the
Italian author.
Harvey's literary opinions were no doubt influenced by
J.P-! ftftfitft-r ^ his employer and a great admirer of the French poets
Tr;
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In their correspondence, Spenser and ^arvey exchanged OT)lnions
concerning English T^oetry and specimens of verse v/ritten to
prove these theories. It is through this correspondence, too,
that we hear of the Areonagu?', the literary club which we as-
sociate with the writing of English verse in -L^atin quantit46ive
style, and in these letters we see -^xamDles of attempts to
write T)oetry in Latin metre.
But what is more significant, the ^airvey-Spenser letters
lead authorities to think that the AreoTDagus T>robably had aims
similar to those of the Pleiade. In the correspondence, both
Spenser and ^arvey t>raise Sidney and Dyer, who were engaged in
writing English verse in Latin metre, iiarvey writes: "I cannot
choose but thanke and honour the Good Aungell that
put so good a no-^ion in to the head of these two excellent
Gentlemen, M.Sidney and M.Dyer, .... as to helpe forward
our new famous enterprise for the Exchanging of Barbarous and
Balductum Rymes with Art^'ficial verses."
Macintire Doints out that the possessive "our" suggests
a union of Harvey and S-oenser similar to that of ""^'dney and
Dyer, and the Quotation sug.o'ests the merging of the two ??rouT)s?"
At any rate, by 1579 The English Poet , S-oenser*s lost critical
2
critical v/ork on English poetry, had been prepared. If the
Sidney-Dyer, Spenser-Harvey combination did not merge, it is
Elizabeth J. Macintire, "French Influence on English
Classicism." Publication Modern -i-^anp^uage Assoc ., III{AT)r., 1908
pp. 500f .
2Jefferson B. Fletohet, o-p. cit.. -p. 429.
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stranff'^^ that ^idnev should have -^ublt '^^hed =!Oon a •f't '=>]:'war (is
his Defense of ^^oesie , al-^o a critical wo^-k, which contains
the same views as those in ST>enser's En£]_i£h "^oet
,
as far as
we can oiather from ^.K.'s comments in the glosses to the
Shephard* s Calendar concerning; the lost work. And Grosart even
suggested that Sidney's work copied openser's/
Sidney could not have failed to be influ-^nced by "Eliz-
abeth' s jealousy of the achievments of Hon=?ard in "Prance and
Tasso in Italy, and his De-f^ense shows that he had studied
dilifl'ently Du Bellay' s ideas, for --"^dnev'H aims are verv simi-
lar to those in the Deffense ^t Tllustrqtl on . ^•'dnev'" ' oftv
concept ion of the ^o^t's mission '^choe.^^ Du Bellav's, and both
a^rree on the use of the vernacular -^^nd its need for enrichment .
We may assume that the "Enslish ^oet said T^racticallv the same
thing. Since these works are English counterpart^ of the French
school's manifesto and followed in such close succession, it
is more than likely that Spenser and ^rvey, Sidney and D-^er,
who had coincidental views, merged into the AT'eoparrus vdth aims
for -lilnglish poetry similar to the "^leiade' s aims for French
poetry.
"^t has been sugprested that the A-reopagus writers had
enough "oreceddnt at home and borTowed fr-^m Ascham rather than
from the Pleiade. Mr. Fle-^cher rer»lies:
^Ibid., T). 429
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Ascham indeed, recommended some thin/2;s .... Ascham^s
precetit was, however, 'to write as common T)eoT)le do.'
Certainly .... the v^ry last thin^ in their intention
was to write as common -oeoTDle do. As for Ascham' s ^i^o-
scriiDtion of rhyme, .... Areo^ap;us .... did not
proscribe, but prescribe, rhyme. If it be ob,1ected that
the ^leiade is not explicitly recognized by the AreoDagus
as its model, I dan only ansv/er that neither oDenser nor
Sidney, nor Elizabethans in general, bothered much about
such formal recognitions. Professor ^erford has well said
that it might almost seem as if ^TDenser borrowed from
ChauceU nothing but >iis sly ivay of Acknowledging indebted-
ness chiefly where it was not due..'
In regard to Quantitative writing, however, Ascham had
advised it in his Schoolmaster and it would be difficult to
say whether the English followed him or the Pleiade, vjho^e mem-
bers also attempted such writing.
vVhether the aims of the Areopagus were as comprehensive
as those of the Pleiade is still uncertain, but it is ^leasing
to think of "Spenser as nlaying the same role of sTJOkesman for
the English version of the Pleiade as Du Bellay played for the
original. For S-oenser did speak for English poetry just as
Du Bellay did for French, and he voiced a set of literary aims
very similar to tho^^e of ^u Bellay, which is all the more
reason for thinking the Areopagus might hatre been comparable
in scope to the Pleiade.
V/hile the English Poet is lost, we can see clearly enoiiglii
SDenser's aims in the Shepherd' s Calendar , ^-'hich we may call
his first ori'-^inal work. He was trying to do for ^.nerlish what
Ibid., pp. 458-3
(
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Du Bellay had done for the French; he wanted to make English
poetry as good as L tin or Greek and to do that he had to reform
the language, ^e took the same means that jJu Bellay had taken.
tie went back to the clasoics for his noetic forms; he did much
for style in suiting the form to the subject; he elevated the
vernacular and he improved versification,
v»hile in general -penser's aims anci those of Du Bellay
coincided, the two authors differ in one instance. Although
Du Bellay despised his countrv' s nast, Snenser deliberately went
back to the past for his inspiration. As we know, Chaucer was
the only poet v;hom he acknowledged in his ]hepherdls Calendar .
We shall find Snenser basing his new vocabulary largely on
archaivsms v/hich he -resurrected from the past, v/hile the "Pleiade
members, though they believed in using such words for r^urrioses
of decorum, made no such extensive u^e of them.
having seen s-oenser' s early T)reparation for his p-reat
work, we must form some idea of the Dhiloso^hy of this man.
It is revealed for the most part in his gre^^^test work, "^he
Faerie W.ueene . In writing this epic, Snenser had as one of his
purposes *to fashion a gentleman or noble nerson in virtuous
and gentle discipline.' He went back to the classics and brought
together the best of their doctrines rather than trying to
formulate a system of morality of his own. As regards philos-
ophy, therefore, Spenser did not so much coiDy the Pleiade
writers as follow their advice, ^oth Spenser and the Pleiade
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went beck to the same sources.
We cannot s«y that S-oenser followed any one school of
T)hilosophy just because he included such ideas in his work,
]But if we delve far enou^^h, we can obtain some idea of the real
ST>enser Ivin^ behind the borrowed philosophy;
The most important fact is that thTou^-h his witin^r,
Spenser r^^veals himself as a Christian ivith ^uritan tendencies.
In this he is the conservAtive, coina; back to his chunch teach-
ing instead of ahead to the classicist ideas. vVhat he is attempt
ing is the reconciliation of the classic T^hilosoDhies with that
of Christianity, -Lhe result is a curious, confusing mixture,
Platonism was one of the commonest T^hiloso"ohies to be
linked with Christianity, It was used so widely that it became
a fashion. It harmonized well with Christianity in b^ins spir-
itual, and it fit in very well with Petrarchism. In brief,
Platonism emDhasizes the spiritual as the real thinsr. '-i-'he
material is transitory, but the spiritual is eternal and the
ultimate reality,
W find this mixture of Platonism and Christianit?/- in
Spenser* s Hymns . His sources may have been the neo-Platonists
,
those who had revived "^lato' s Dhilosophy, ^ut Spenser bor^^owed
the hjrmn form from Ronsard and he may have borrowed the -ohilos-
ophy too, since we find a mixture of tjagan and Christian senti-
ment here as we have seen. Upon the CT'iticism that his first
rc
two hymns, those in honor of Love and Beauty, were too worldiy
and sensuous, he wrote the H'^nnns of Heavenly Love and Heavenly
Beauty with the emphasis on the Christian and moral side,
but the latter h3rmns are not so different. The E\n:m in Honour
of heavenly Beauty is still Platonic. Spenser printed all four
together, "hile he probably reformed, he still wanted the
public to have his first two poems, for which we do not blame
him since they are beautiful poetry
4
We see here a mixture of Spenser* s mediaeval conserva-
tive side in the Christian elements and his "Renaissance side
in the Platonic ele ents. We find "Platonism also in some of the
Amoretti . But Renvrick maintains that Platonism was not a creed
of ST)ens=T*s and that the latter two H'^Tims show that "^latonism
ceased to attract Spenser as he became more involved in church
problems
.
However, Spenser did not forget Plato entirely, ^ut he
followed other authorities too, especially Lucretius. For Pla-
tonism divorced entirely the spiritual from the feal, and what
Spenser did in the Faerie C^ieene vms to ccmbine the Platonic
doctrine of sDiritual love with Lucretius* equally strong idea
of earthly love, which combination becomes the teaching of the
Ch^tTCh. Th-^ st)iritu8l love is not ascetic or divorced from the
physical, but a part of it. ^his is the true Puritanism in
Spenser, where ethics are a -oart of every day existence.
(c
In dealing with this combination of material and spirit-
ual it was inevitable that Spenser should have come uDon the
problem of the transitoriness of life, the brevity of Physical
b-^auty. '-^hfts Spenser c^me to accept, not as a tragedy, as it
was thought of by Mediaeval men, but as a universal law: sub-
stance is constant while form changes according to that law,
Spenser states this in the sixth c^nto, third book of the
Faerie '^ueene in the Garden of Adonis section, which deals
with incarnation and transmigration of all lives, -^he babies
represent substance and they are given form in earthly exist-
ence. Then they return and after ages they go back to earth
again. Here we have a philoso-ohical discussion of the relation
between variable form and eternal substance. Form is sub,1ect
to decay; substance is eternal, ^ut Love is the creator of all
things, 'hus love is a Dart of both the Physical and the sr)ir-
itual, which brings us back to the starting point.
Curiously enough, S-oenser mixes his clas^^ical mythology
with his Christian teaching. 'JVhile Venus is the creator of
all things, yet all power comes from God and the only DcrmR-
nence is vvith Him.
Spenser' s conclusion v;as that v/hile only substance is
eternal, the physical temporary form is important too, as a
phase of the permanent, fhis is the same Renaissance emphasis
on this world. Snenser compromised again; he ignored neither
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this world nor the next, hut he believed in cultivating the
material with a view toward Derfecti^^f^ the sDtlitual form,
which to he permanent had to be rierfect. This is wjiy ^Denser
dwelt on t^e all-round develo-oment of man, -Spenser's ideal
knights succeed because they have a perfect bal'^nce of the qual-
ities that men should have—Temper- nee, Justice, and Courtesy,
all of v/hich go to make up the all-inclusive Magnificence.
But a view of Dhilosophy would not be complete without
a eonsideration of his concept of poetry as an art and his view
of the poet's place among men. In this he follov\^ed the Pleiade
writers very closely.
In the first place, Spenser had an aim very much like
that of the Pleiade; he set out to make English poetry as great
in kind, style, and thought as the poetry of any other country
at any time, to do this he had to discover the things that made
poetry great; therefore, he went t(b the Romans, the ttalians,
and the French to search out their best qualities which he later
put into his own work. Nor did 'Spenser abandon the achievements
of the old poets of his won country, as had the French. And
eiren before he could begin, ^^penser had to build up the mechan-
ics of poetry—the language, style, and verse-r-in o^-der to make
it adequate for his purposes. The Pleiade wHers had had this
problem before him. "^his is the ,1ustif ication for Spenser's
imitation; having no precedent at home, he had to go outside
for his ideas, for in other countries the various nroblems had
r
already b en met and solved. Like every good a-oprentice, he
began by coDying nd by this coDying he learned the craft so
that later he could work inr^ependently.
Poetry was not only to be great artistically but it must
halJe thought content, too. '^^Denser had a moral -purpose in
mind, ^e made his looetry •oolitical because he was trying to
lead the people of his day into right action, '-^'his was for his
contemporaries; it would not be universal. Rather, it would
limit his Doetrv. fiut S-nenser had a larger aim; he was going
to TDOvtray the ideal life, a moral t^iaching for the guidance
of men both in hi-^ time and in the future.
'•'•'his was an immense task for any one poet, ''•he complexity!
of it resulted in confusion, -But what he did accomplish showed
him to be a great noet.
Spenser certainlyhad the genius for this imm^'nse taisk,
but he could '^ot have carried it out, even with all his energy,
had he not had behind it all an abiding faith in his mission
and in English "ooe^ry. Even though it was heartrending not to
be recognized and rewarded for his genius, he still had the
faith and courage to contunue. If he was disapDoSnted in his
material reward, then he would work for the future, "^his is
set forth admirably in the October eclogue, ve have St>enser*s
material side in Cuddie and his idealist side in Poers. Buddie
is disgusted; he criticizes the public for not receiving poetry
better. There is no reward for writing ooetry. But Piers tells
ee
him to f^o on writing and stick to his orsn high asr)irations in
sT)ite of it ell. tiuddie argues that poetry has dearraded and
that he might not succeed, ^ut Piers says poetry will improve
if only the poets will fo'low inspiration. And this is what
Spenser did. As Piers, his better self, sugp'ested, he turned
from pastorals to the deeds of knights and followed his tWn
inspiration. In spit© of all criticism and lack of ppaise, he
persevered until he had improved poetry and achieved immor-
talit3r, i least as far as we are concerned.
We, centuries later, are only stating v/hat Snenser came
to be certain of, for he believed wholeheartedly in the immor-
tality of poetry and poets. The Pleiade had taught him to have
such faith; it had come to them in tu-^n from Italy and was
Originally of classical origin, this belief in immortality was^
Renaissance characteristic and it was reasonable, for though
Rome had fallen, the work of Vir*?il, Ovidjand other Romans
fi^jill remained to prove the fact.
Spenser had not originally the reliance on this immor-
tality that his later works show. Copying Bellay in his
early wor(Ks, he was bound to go through the same doubts that
the earlier French writer had experienced.
Hope ye, my verses, that posterity
Of age ensuing shall you ever read''
he wrote in the Ruins of Home, No. 3S. And in Ruins of Time , he
became more confident. Though great deeds v/ould be forprotten,
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poetry would be remembered:
But such as neither of thein'=:elves can sing,
Nor yet are sung of others for reward,
Die in obscure oblivion, as the thing
That never was, ne ever with regard
Their names shall of the later age be heard,
But shall in rusty darkness ever lie
Unless they mentioned be v^/ith infamy.
But
FQr deeds do die, hov/ever nobly done.
And thoughts of men do as themselves decay.
But wise words, taught in num'-^e-rs for to run,
Recorded by the muses, live for ay ... .
Later in the Faerie Queene Spenser lost confidence, and in hi* i
invocation to <!haucer while continuing the Squire* s Tale he
wrote:
0 cuT^sed Sid I the cankerwo^m of writs,
How may these T'imes, so rude as doth ap-neare,
HoDe to endure, sith workes of heavenly wits
Are quite devourd and brought to nought by
little bits? (IV,ii,33)
But Spenser regained confidence finally. In the dedication of
the -Doem he conferred immort-lity on the High Admiral with an
assurance that left no room for doubt, -^his Dower to confer
inFiortality was correlative with the immortality of -ooetry, as
we have noted with the French writers. The poet had such great
faith in his immort-lity that he could even give it to others.
We find its greatest exDression in the Amoretti, as in >onnet
LXXV.
My verse your virtues rare shall eternize.
And in the heavens v7-^ite your srlorious name.
r
Like the Pleiade before him, riTDenser hased his claim to
immortality on something more than historical evidence, ""'oetry
was the gift of God. S-oense-^ wrote:
Such secret comfort, and such heavenly Pleasures,
ve sacred irat>s that on Parnaso dwell,
And there the keeping have of learnings threasures,
•/Vhich doe the worldly riches farre excell,
Into the mindes of ^ortall men do well,
And goodly fury into them infuse. (Faerie ^ueene ,''^!,
Intro. , ii
.
)
Just as with Du lellay, ST)enser, too, thought of the TvTuses as
representative of the r>ower of G4d, not ,1ust T5rettv classical
figures of stJeech.
The gift of Doetry was given by the Muses to a chosen
few. That made it an exalted calling not to be attempted by
ordinary men. Poetry had in all ages been taken ud by the Doetjl-
apes and degraded and the people no longer valued good Doetry
but TDraised the work of these false Doets, This is set forth
in the T^ars of the ^"uses . All the -"^uses are in despair, for
barbarism has returned and knowledge is scorned not only by
the common people but by the great, who should be its patrons.
The Muses can find nothing to praise, 'here are a few good
poets left, but the favors are granted to vile rhymsters.
^'oetry was to be taken up only by those few consecrated
to it from birth. H v/as a divine gift, but the poet was not
to leave it at that. In the words of E. K.
,
poetry was 'a
divine gift and heavenly instinct not to be got by labour
and learning, but adorned with both, , . . . ' As someone has
40
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so neatly r>ut it, "Poet a nascltur
,
non fit , but once nnscitur
,
it is the poet's duty to fit himself." Since God had given
Spenser iTrmortality , he was resnonsible to (ro6 and would make
the most of himself ^o that he could make Doetrv (^reat *?ffain,
as great as it had "b-^en in classical times. Then he 'vould
deserve the immortality ?/hich came f'^om (rOd.
To express such exalted ideals, ^penser had to make many
reforms in English poetry and we may now proceed to a more
detail -d account of his t)rogram. We shall find SDBBser follow-
ing the Pleiade in the kinds of noetry he chose as the skeleton
for the support of '^.is ideas.
Fate decreed that St>enser should deal with sonnets in
his early work, "^-att pnd S\)\t»-«y had ada-oted the sonnet intd
English verse, hut -^Tjenser chose to take the "French for his
models. In 1591 aD-oeared Spenser's ComT)laint s , at the close of
which came translations from Du Bellay' s Sonnies , called the
Visions of Pellay , and from l?tarot's translation of Petrarch,
entitled Visions of Petrarch. Jt is probable that these poems
Dublished in the pompla ints are revisions of an earlier draft,
especially since ot)enser gave his Petrarch series the title,
visions of "^etrarch , formerly translated , -^i-nd we find English
translations of most of these Visions in Van der Noot's "''heatre
for 'Vorldlings of 1569. T^ere were three editions of the
Theatre. The edition of 156B was in French and contained the
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Spnpes and the Epipirammes of Marot*s version of "^etrarch. Then
in the next year appeared the English version, where the poems
appeared in the same order as in the French version. This is
the edition in which most critics think Spenser had a hand,
although his name is not mentioned. It was published by the
same man who in 1580 published the Harvey-SDenser correspond-
ence.
Until 1891 most critics agreed that S-oenser did do the
1569 translations and revised them in his Complaints . In 1891,
however, Professor Koennel compared th-« two sets of tran slat ic^i^
and concluded that only the Visions of Bellay of 1591 were by
Spenser. It is true that the Visions in the Complaints differ
in many respects from the translations of 1569. The later work
is a much freer translation and contains inaccuracies of French
not found in -he earlier poems. But, in answer to Eoeppel,
other critics have shov/n that similarities between the Theatre
versions and othef translations by Spenser make it fairly cer-
tain that SPenser did work with the early Poems. J.B. Fletcher
has proved by aesthetic, metrical, and mathematical tests that
all four are by one and the same author. In all four series
we find Spenser's characteristic archaised spelling, his ar-
chaic forms, Spen;^erian Phrases and Spenserian imagery, Mr.
Fletcher points out that heroic verse came to be fossilized,
to have certain fixed rules
—
just ten syllables, feet invariablj^
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iambic an4 the caesura always after the fourth syllable. Now
Spenser revived true heroic verse in his She'oherd* s Calendar
and DUt Hway these artificial ^^ules, 'Ve find the h?^roic verse
in the translations made for the 'theatre to be of the same kind.
There is the same variety in feet and in the caesuira which
marked Spenser's second work. This proves, according to Fletcher
that Spenser wrote the '69 versions. There is further mathe-
matical proof, too, says Fletcher. By comparing the t)ercentage
of the number of lines that the several types of caesura ocrcur
in the She-Qherd' s Calendar ^.nd in the Visions of Bellay of *69,
Fletcher finds t.^at the close mathematical equivalence is most
enlightening. There is just a very slight difference, which
may be accounted for by the increased conservatism of the older
SDenser. Fletcher t)oints iut that such an equivalence in two
poets, even at a later period of literature when variety in
caesura was widely practiced, would be ma-r'velous and in ^^TDenser*
period it would be a miracle. This test Droves thatS^enser
WBfte the Visions of Bellay of '69. Besides this proof, it is
evident that the older Spenser would be likely to translate
more freely, and also, the wxisencies of metrical form reauired
a freer translation. The six Er^igrammes of the Theatre are in
twelve-line stanzas, except for visions one and three, which
J, B. Fletcher, "Snenser and the Theatre of Worldlings
Modern Language Motes , XITI (1898), id. 409.
(c
Spenser made into sonnets by adding a couplet. In the Complaint
all the vi=?ions are in regular Elizabethan sonnets. In the
case of the B©llay poems, the unrhymed auatorzains of the
Theatre were all translated into regular sonnet stanaas.
We have said that vSpenser early translated Marot' s son-
nets in the Visions of "^etrarch , and in the Nove-^ber Eclogue
of the Shepherd* s Calendar he tran=.lated the Queen Mother sons-^
nets by the same author. It was frcm Du Bellay, however, that
Spenser took most of his inspira-^-ion, for not only did he begii
by translating Du Bellay* s Visions , as we have seen, but he
copied Du Bellay* s sonnets in Ruins of Rome and even in the
mature Amoretti . he is said to have imitated seme of Du Bellay*
Olive sonnet-sequence. H. S, V. stones says of Du Bellay*
s
attraction Mr Spenser:
It was his rich vein of romantic sen"^iraent which must
have attracted the youthful denser. However early and im-
perfect the translations they show a significent tendency
in the development of the poet*s taste, which was catholic
enough to relish poets so strikingly dissimilar as Du
Bellay and Marot.^
Later in his career, Snense-^ turned for sonnet inspira-
tion to the minor poet Desportes, who seems to have a flireater
English popularity than Marot or his junior Du Bellay. It was
indirectly through Desportes* poems that "Spenser borrowed from
7
H. S. V. Jones, Handbobk, p. 109.
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Petrarch's Laura. Mt". Lee was the first to trace back to Des-
portes two of the sonnets of the Amoretti, "onnets XV and
g
LXVIII. The similarity between Desnortes* sonnet in Diane,
I, xxxii. and S-oenser's Sonnet XV is evident:
Marciiands, qui recherchez tout le rivaee more
Du froid seDtentrion, et qui, sans retjoser,
A cent mille danf?ers vous allez exposer
Pour un gain incertain, qui vos es^rits devore,
Venez seulement voiT la beaute qu ,i' adore
Et par quelle richesse elle a sceu ra*attiser
-Sttls seur qu'apres vous ne pourrez pri'ser
Le plus rare tresor dont l*Afri^ue se dore.
Voyez les filets d'or de ce chef blondissant,
L*e!^lat df= ces rubis, ce coral roufi;issant,
Ce cristal, cet e""^ene, et ces traces divines,
Get ardent, cet yvoire; et ne vous contentez
Q,u*on ne vous ^ontre encor mille au^res raretez,
Mille beaux diamans et mille series fines.
Ye tradeful merchants, that with weary toil
DP seek most precious things to make your gain.
And both the Indies of their treasure sT)oil,
What needeth you to seek so far in vain''
For lo, my love doth in herself contain
All this -vorld's r-iches that may far be found:
If sap-ohires, lo, her eyes be cpiDTDhires -olain;
If rubies, lo, her lips I'e rubies sound;
If pearls, her tneth be -oearls, both '"^ure and round;
If ivory, her forehead ivory ween;
If gold, her locks are finest gold on ground;
If silver, her fair hands are silver sheen;
But that which fairest is, bu~ f^~;w behold.
Her mind adorned with virtues manifold.
Sidney Lee, Elizabethan Spnnets (New Yorl'5, Chfis. Rcrib-
nerfts Sons, 1904), pp. xciiff.
^Sidney Lee, "The Elizabethan bonnet." The Cambridge
History of English Literature, III, p. 261.
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Here Spenser paraDhrases the orif^inal, rather than
literally translating it. We cannot ever say that Spenser
borrows slavishly, but the idea is the same, as are sane of the
Phrases, Yet we must note that >^ere as always, he has made the
poem his by the characteristic touch of '^'latonism at the end.
J^hese last two lines clinch the poem because they are swift and
direct. The last two lines of Desportes are onl^'^ elaborate
verse, a careful concffct.
Later evidence shows that S-oenser was far more indebted
to Desportes "rhan Mr. -^ee had stated. Kastner has illustrated
a number of examt>les. Sonnet XVIII is a cond^ation of Sonnet
Ll of Les Amours d*Hippolyte ( Qeuvres , ed. Michiels, ^. 151)
:
L' eau tombant d*un lieu haut goute a goute a puissance
Contre les marbres durs, cavez finablement
Et le sang du lion force le diament,
Bien qu' il face a 1* enclume et au feu resistance.
La flamme retenue en fin "oar violence
Brise la T)ierre vive, et r^omot 1* erapeschement
;
Les aquilons mutins, soufflans horrlblement
,
Tombant le chesne vieux, aui fait plus de deffance,
Mais moy, maudit Amour, nuict et jour souspi^ant,
St de mes yeux meurtris tant de larmes tirant.
Tant de sang de ma Playe, et de feuT de mon ame:
Je ne puis amollir une dure beaute,
Oui, las', '.^out au contraire accroist sa CT'uaute
par mes pi curs, par mon sang, mes sounirs et ma fiamie.
The rolling wheel, that runneth often round.
The hardest steel in tract of time doth tear;
And drizzling droDS, that often do redound.
The firmest flint doth in continu??nce wear:
Yet cannot I, with many a dropping tear
And long entreaty, soften her hard heart;
That shw will once vouchsafe my plaint to hear.
Or look with pity on my painful smart;
But, when I plead, she bids me play my part;
1L,
And, when I weet), she says, 'Tears a-r-e but water*,
And, when I si^h she says, 'I know the art' :
And, when I wail she urnS herself to laughter,
so do I weeD, and ^vail, and -olead in vain,
Whiles she as steel and flint doth still remair).
Sonnet XXII is also a t>araT)hrase of ""onnet XLITI of
Diane I (Oeuvres, t>, 31.):
Solitaire et Densif , dans iin bois eca-r'te,
Bien lOin du r>ooulaire et de la tourbe e3T)ece,
tie veux ba^itir un temple a ma fie'^e deese,
Pour aDTDrendre mes voeux a sa divinite.
La, de jour et de nuit, par moy sera chante
Le pouvoir de ses yeux, sa .?loire et sa ha^itesse;
Et devot, son beau nom j'invoqueray sans cesse,
Q.u'^nt je seray T)resse de quelque adversite,
Mon oeil =;era la lanroe, ardant contlnuelle,
Tevant I'iraa^e saint d'une dame si belle;
Mon corDP sera I'autel, et mes souT>irs les voeux.
Par miller^ et mille vers le chanteray 1' office,
Puis, est)anchant mes nleurs et couDant mes cheveux,
J'y feray tous les lours de mon coeur sacrifice.
This holy season, fit to fast and T>ray,
Men to devotion ought to be inclined;
Therefore, I likewise, on so holy day,
For my sweet saint "some service fit will find.
Her temple fpir is built within my nind,
In which her glorious image Diiced is,
On w>^ich my thoughts do dav and nisrht attend.
Like sacred priests that nev^r think *=imiss'.
Th'^re I to her, as th' author of my bliss.
Will build an altar to at)r)ease her ire;
And on the same my heart will sacrifice,
g^rAing in flames of Dure and chaste desire;
T-he which vouchsafe, 0 goddess, to accept,
Amohgst thy dearest relics to be kept.
Kastner goes on to illustrate that Sonnets EKIX, X,
XLVlII, LX of the Amorett i are borrowed res-nec-^i-'rely f^^om
Sonnets XI of Cleonice (Oeuvres, p. 1R4.), LIII of Les Amours
d*HiT)Dolyte , LXyX of Diane II, and IV of Cleonice. In other
i
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Doems the borrowings!; is confined to quatrains or tercets, "^Tsenser
has °lso c ^nled similes and conceits which DesDorte^ used.^*^
English borrowing of French verse "v^as so common that we
find both Danail and Spenser working on the same sonnet, as
iKir. i^ee points out.-'-"^ The sonnet is the eighteenth in Desportes'
Amours d*Hipr>olyte which begins:
Pou'^'Quoi si folement cro ez-vous a un verre,
Voulant voir les ^^ea tez que vous avez des cieux*;*
Mirez-vo';s des'-^us moy r,onr les connoistre m" euT,
^ voyez de quels traits vostre bel oeil m'enferre,
Daniel rendered the -Das-^age thus ( Delia , XXXII) :
^Vhy doth m" mistress credit so her glass,
Gazing her beauty, deigned her by the skies'^
And doth not rather look on him, alas I
Whose state best shows the force of murclerins: eyes*>
SPenserJ^s version is freer f Amorett i, XLV) :
Leave, lady, in your ^lass of crystal clean,
:Our goodly self for ev=?&more to view:
And in my self, my inward self, I mean,
Most lively like behold your -emblBnce ttue.
Mr, '-'ee also T5oints out that Spehser' s opening quatrian (No. XII
which ^'^ir. -^ee had com^nared '"ith a sonnet by Desportes (Diane,
I, XLIII) suggests another of Desportes* sonnets in Diane (II,
XLVI)
,
beginning 'Je m*estoy clans le temnle un dimanche ^endu.*
The poet describes how he saw his mistress at "oraver in church
on Easter Day, Spenser, in Amoretti (LX^rm), also deals -'ith
^^L. Kastner, "Spenser's "^Amoretti' and DesDO^-tes
.
Modern -language ^^eview , IV ( 1908-9 ),, r)TD . 66f.
^^S. Lee, The French Renr?issance in England, -ot). 26Ef
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Easter, and t>robably has in mind DgsportesVs sonnet as 'Jell
1 ?
as four on the same theme by Du Bellay ( Olive , CVIII,GXI).
Another kind of poetry rRComm^nded by the Pleiade and
adODted by Spenser was the eclogue. This was a type new to the
Elizabethans. The eclogue is a ' ind of T)astoral Doetrv in ^vhich
poets in the disguise of sheT3herds converse Bnd t>raise the
simple life. The word * shepherd' had for a long ^^ime meent
scholar '^nd t>oet and the shepheT^d had been en alle^'orical dis-
guise for the pastor of souls, n the -oast the shepherd had
also' been a critic of r)ublic affairs, so the shepherc! was a
good disguise for Spenser, "^nd the eclogue vms a most suitable
form for his ourTDOse. Snen^^er was the sheDherd guiding, or at
least, trying to guide, his flock--humanit^—and we can find
him in the eclogue under the name of Colin, the -ooet-sheDherd
.
Under the disguise of a "oastoral, Snenser was criticizing nub-
ile affairs. It was not only a safe, but an effective method.
Edmund Kirke in his ET)istle had mentioned the models
that Spenser had followed in writing the ."^ e-oherd^ s Calendar .
These models were the seme as those which Bellay had recom-
mended, but Kirke added three more. The noets recommended by
E. K. were: Theocritus, Vir^^il, Mantu^n, ?etrarque. Boccace
.
Marot, Saaazarus, and also * divers other excellent both Italian
and French Poetes, whose foting this author every where follow-
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,
n., n. 263.
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eth; yet so as few, but they be wel sented, can trace him out.'
Fletcher notes the French st>ellinf^ siven to the names of
Petrarch and Boccaccio. And E. K.'s other French Poetes» are
assuredly the "Pleiade grouD. -Ve must ~lso note that IDu Bellay
praised the Eclogue of Marot, which may have led Spenser to
turn to iviarot's Eclagne in writing his Calendar , for the last
two Eclogues are TJaraphrases of Marot 's Eclogue on the denth
of ^adame Loyse and of hi^ Eclogue, P^n et Robin .
Not only were Spens'^r's last two Eclogues copied from
Marot, but ^January and August were modelled on Theocritus, and
July, September, and October were taken from iTIantuan. This is
further evidence that ^Denser followed French advice, since the
Pleiade Doets had recommended classic authors as models.
Another erenre sug.c?;ested by Du Bellay and ado-oted by
•Spenser was the elegy, '•.'e find this elegyV the Lament to -i^ido,
in the November Eclogue of the S'-^euherd* s Calendar and it has
been takenover from JJtarot since the whole eclogue is coT)ied
from the French Doet. Spenser's elegy is one of the early ele^:
gies in Elizabethan poetry. Both Spenser and Marot copied the
Greeks Bion and ^Joscus as the earliest writers of elegies and
then Theocritus. Spenser's elegy is musical and well written
and it is no wonder that E. K. says he far surTjassed Marot,
A fourth tyne of Tjoetry taken over by '^nenser is the
satire. *-'T5enser' s Mother Hnbbard^s Tale is an early eramttle St
the satire and a very good one. It satirized aff«=?iT's of church
I'I
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and state. Snenser used the heroic cou"Dlet and established a
link between Chaucer and the p;reat satirical r^oets of the eight •
eenth century, '-i-'o some extent "Spenser's Gnat is also a satire.
The epigram is a fifth type adot)ted from the French by
Spenser. Spenser early called his Visions of ^^etrarch ' eT>igram«
mes*, TDrobably because that was the title Ma^ot had ;3:iven them
and they were originally in twelve lines, but Sijenser -out them
in sonnet len^*"-h.
The four Doems which come between the Amoretti and the
EDith'^lamion are true epigrams, derived from Anacreon and verv
poT)ular in the Alexandrian period of Gree^tc literature. S-oenser' ?
Cunid and the Bee fable follows Ronsard's famous rendering
much more closely than it follows the original Greek. Here is
Ronsard's version: Odes , IV, 16.
Le petit enfant Amour
Cueilloit les fleurs a l»entour
D'une ruche ou les avettes
Font leurs T)etitft8 logettes.
Coinme il les alloit eueillant
Une avette somraeillant
Dans le fond d'une fleurette,
Loy nique la main douillette.
Si tost ''ue DitiB^se vit,
Ahl Je suis iDerdu (ce dit)
Et s*en-courant vers sa nere
L4y ^onstra sa Dlave amere:
Ma mere, vo"ez ma main,
Ce disoit Anour tout ^lein
De -Dleurs, ^yez uelle enflure
M'a feit une esora"- i;?nure
.
Alors Venus se sou-rit
Ft en le baisant le Drit,
Puis sa main loy a souflee
Pour guarir sa iDlaye enflee.
Qui t*a, dy moy, faux garcon,
Ir
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Elesse de telle fecon''
Sont-ce mes Graces riantes
De leurs alsuilles. g ^i^n" rites'^
Nenny, c'est un serDenteau,
Qui vole au Printe^Ds nouveau
Avecqui deux ailerettes
Ca et la sus les fleurettes.
Ah*, vrayment .ie le cos^nois
(Dit Venus) les villae;eois
De la raontagne d'Humette
Le surnomraent Melissette.
Si donnques un animal
Si T)etit f'-^it tant de mal,
Quand son halesne asDoinconne
•L-a main de quelque Dersonne,
Combien fAis-tu de douleur
Au priT de loy, dans le coeur
De cel\ty en que tu iettes
Tes amoureuses sasettes'^ l'^
There is nothing in Anacreon to suggest "^-Denser^s laugh*
ter of Venus, 'vho 'could not choose hut la'igh at her sonft* fond
game.' Also, when Spenser makes ^u"Did call the bee a tfly* he
doubtless had in mind the French T)oet*s exT)ression *mouche a
14
miel*
,
ie., the honey bee.
•^t mu?t be noted that the ode was another form T)or)ular
in France and adopted by the Enfirlish, but we find no odes in
Spenser's work.
Spenser did adopt the hymn which Ronsard had made so
famous. In his -^our Hymns gpenser closely followed Ronsard in
the revival of the genre. His conception was ^"^onsard's. Like
Ronsard, SPenser later christi^^^nized his hymns. His first two
had b'=!en Pl^'tonic, but because of the objections of two fe^^i-
^^H. S. V. Jones, Handbook
,
^, 350.
S. Lee, op. cit.. p. 219.
c(
nine friend.'^, he wrote two more hijmns ^vith the eTnT)hasi=5 on the
ChristiPtn sentiments. However, they are not ^o different from
the first attempts <^nd since i^penser did ntt recall his first
hymns, he evidently admired them, nrobably because of their
esthetic vale.
We cannot overlook the little lyric Doem dealing with th
floral Dageantry of Spring and Summer which is to be dToxind in
the Shepherd* s Calendar , 'Eclogue IV, April. Spenser adopted a
catalogue of flowers which is quite Hons^rdian: Here a-re the
strophes of Ronsard:
Les en chanteront les ©eillets
Vermeillets
,
Ou du lis la fl'^'ur arsrentee
Ou celle qui c^est Par les ^riz
Diaprez
^u sang des prin es enf'ntee.
L'aubepin et 1' eglantine
Eb le thym,
L»oeillet, le lis et les roses,
En cette belle saison,
A foison,
Montrent leurs robes es'loaes.
Here is Spenser's poem:
Bring hither the r)ink and purple columbine,
»^ith ^elliflowers
:
Bring coronations -^nd sops-in-wine.
Worn of paramours
Strew me the f?ro\md with daffadowndillies.
With c2)wslips, and Vins^cups, and ?_oved lilies.
The pretty paunce
And the chevisaunce
Shall match with the fair fleur 6e lice.-^^
^^Ibid., p. 284.
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The heroic or enlc was the most imDortant tyoe of Doetry
advised by Du Bellay which >^penser ado-oted. Du Bellay' s words
to the ^^ew Poet must have a-oiDealed to '^^uenser for he came near
Du Bellay' s qualifications. His hi/=^h conception of the t)o ^t
had led him to reform English and to Ha-rvey he had said, "V/hy
»a God's name, may not we, as else the Greeks, have the kingdom
of our own langua^^^e? Tr» his desire to make ilne-lish as ^rreat
as the cla?^sic tongues, Spenser Drohably reasoned tha€ Une^lish
needed a great epic to establish its fame, '-'f necessity, he had
to look elsewhere for his models, iJu Bellay counseled using
Ariosto as a model and ^ 'hen^T)enser Admitted to Harvey that he
had beffun imitating Ariosto, ^larvey said on that sub.ject:
I am voydp of all iudgement if your Nine Com'^'dies . . . .
come not nearer Ariostoes comeidiss, .... than that
Elvish Oueene doth to his Orl<^ndo Furioso, which not with-
standiniS, you will needes seem to emulate, and '^ope to
overgo, as vou flatly professed vour^elf in ine of your last
Letters
.
We note j-^^ar^ey^s deprecatory attitude toward Ariosto. scorn-
ed Ariosto' s inclusion of romantic material and his loose
Italian form rather than the classic and for these reasons he
had tried to -oersuade Sp enser not to write the Faerie Q.ueene.
Harvey* s scorn of Ariosto may have led Spenser to defend more
on Tasso as a model in his later work on the epic. But -^Denserls
work remained rom^^ntic and non-classic in form. ^Denser chose
to include old romances as Du Bellay had suggested and he defied
Harvey. Si^enser wote to Raleigh:
I
I
I chose the historie of King Arthur .... in 'vhich I
have follov/ed all the antique Poets historicall: first,
Homere, .... then Vira;il .... after him Ariosto . . .
As Du Bellay advised, oi^en^^er w^s learned and mo-^alistic in the
treatment of his Romantic material. SDenser followed i^u Bellayl^
advice, too, in the use of old chronicles in condensed form,
which were to be prese^'ved in the eiDic. In the Faerie O.ueene .
II, and III, iii he summarized the old English chronicle
Ifi
of Geoffrey of Monmouth.
Suenser seems to have followed Honard no less than Du
Bellay, for both Ron sard and St)enser echoed the writ^^r of the
Deff ense , but they expanded hi=: views, 'feoth Ronsard and -S-oenser
undertook to surpass Ariosto; both took from Ai^iosto* s e"nic
Orlendo Fur iO!^>o the ^ecountins of certAdn mythical '^ro.1an-d^-
scended ancestors of the ruline; house—S-nenser in Artesral and
Britomart, the ancestors of ^een Elizabeth— and both use
national chronicles, as we have noted. In the use of romantic
material of single combat with giants, the fondness for person-|
ified abstractions and virtues and vices, the use of allegori-
cal pageant, the retarding of t" e narrative by long description!^,
the setting of one year as the time limit for an epic, all are
common to both men.
Having seen that Spenser followed the "^leiade^s advice
Jefferson B. "^letche-", "Areopaj^us and "^leiade."
Journal of Germanic "^hilology
, II (1B98-9), p. 429-4.^3.
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in the kinds of poetry he chose, A*e may now proceed to a con-
sideration of hi?; reforms in the language and style of English
poe*-ry. ^ere too, ^-Denser followed the Pleiade's -orogram very
closely.
Spenser nrohably came into contact with the T)roblem of
diction fir-^t through Fulcaster, who had an ale^t and original
mind. We bave said that he was well ?=cquAinted with French
literature and indeed he agreed with the Pleiade writers in
his literary tenets. Mulcaster, too, w-^s ins^^red by a -natrlotii
motive. The vernacular was as worthy of cultivation as -^atin or
Greek. All languages were gqual in t eir innate possibilities.
Their beauty was frcm cihltivation . Wisdom travelled from 'igypt
to Greece, from Greece to Home, and modern languages would
now inherit it. In regard to the use of foreign words, he echoe
the words of the Pleiade that all kinds of words should be used
to enrich the l-^nguaf^e. -tie said that he used Englsih words c^iet
Iti but if he needed a foreign word, he used it and by T-eTjeated
usings, gave it a well-knor»m TjlAce in the l^nsuage. "^e used
terms not only as a necessity, but as a me^ms of making the
language artistic as well as useful. Mulcaster, as well as
Du Bellay, thoug'^t the b^st poetry a-o-oealed to the cultivated
only and that it was the d itv of the reader to make an attempt
|
at understanding it. Ac:quaint8nce would make it understandable.
Many people knew the '-'atin tongue better than their own for
rL
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that reason. ST)enser*s teacher recof^nized that the i>oet Tnu=;t
have the freedom to lead in the develorjment of his mother tonsue
Spenser, then, was educated by a man ^"/ho^e views conflicted ^/itt^
those of most learned men of hi« day and one who agreed with
the Pleiade writers. So S-oenser from his youth had the "^leiade
tradition in his mind. ^\xt Spenser -vas 8lso acquainted with the
Jinglish tradition which was conservative and nationalistic,
Spenser early began to use archaisms in his Calendar ,
and continued to use them. Among the English witers as well
as among *he French there was a division of opinion in regard
to the use of archaia words. Sidney froivned on tbei-^* immoderate
use and he refused to allow Spenser's rustic language in the
Calendar
.
But in hiw wor^s we can see that Sidney used archaic
terms, nevertheless. Archaisms became a nredomin'^nt char-^cter-
istic of t>T)enser*s style: he used them mainl"^ for decorum, in
order to suit the style to the subject.
Critics generally aaireed with iTjenser in his use of
archaic lanp-uage, 1, K. was one who ^raised him. Looking back
on i=»pense^ *s time, Gregory Smith ivrote a lasting justification
of Snenser. He said that -"oenser had endeavored to restore
certain ^?ood English words long out of use, and this restoratiorj
had helr>ed cure some of the barrenness of ^glish Tsoetic lan-
17
T?
W, L. Ren ick, '^Mulcaster and Uu Bellav." Modern
Language Review , (Jan,, 1932), tj, 28.
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gua^re. ae criticized harshly these nurnerou^ men "'ho denied
18
Spenser's right to use ancient words,
^he use of 'provincial dialects offered further contro-
versy. '^'Denser used Tjrovincial words for rusticity in the Cal -
endar . Sidney criticized '-'tenser's use of them.
Among learned accretions, foreign borrowings next occupy
our attention. Certainly the ""^leiade recommended them and
Spenser even T>\it these v/ords into th~ mouths of his T-ustics,
19
as Fletcher notes. These shephe^^ds carry t eir money in cru-
menalls (f^h. Oa l
. ,
TX, i, 110^. ^T)enser v.'as one of the richest
word-makers in English: he borrowed from Oreek, -^atin, '•talian,
and French. Sometimes ^Denser' s rhyme led him to u'^e these word
Draper cites an examnle where ^iDenser cho^e "tinct" to rhyme
with the difficult word "extinct", iie was tran.'^lating toarot
closely and had to find a word. *"arot used no such word or even
suggested it.
Many English critics c'enlored the use of foreign borrow-
ings. F.K. himself said that poets "have m^de our 'iiglish tongues
a gpllimaufray or hodge-^odge of ^1 other st>eches". Wilson,
Cheke, and Ascham agreed v/ith K. fiut j-oenser was, after all,
ly L. Renwick, "The Critical Origins of S-oenser'
s
Diction.# Modern -^anfeuage riaview , :-rVII {Jan., 19^2), p. 4.
l^d. B. Fletcher, £2. oit . , pii .. 459-^40 .
John W. "nraToer, "Glos.-^es to Si^rjnser^s * SheDheardes
Salender.'" Journal of T^ln^lish and Cxermanic Phil "'lo^^y, XVITI
(Jan., 1919), p. 562.

not extreme, for when averaf^ed, the foreigHf element in his
langua^^e totalled only 14%, Spenser drew chiefly upon English
sources in enrichine; his vocabulary, ^^e avoided "ink-hoEn terms^
for the most part, ^e boT-rowed from the French as much as from
any other language, but these Fr<^nch words were drawn from "he
vocabiliiary of chivalry for uurposes of decorum. It would looTc
as though -Spenser, as well as -^he Pleiade vrriters, were trving
to mediate between the humanists ^nd the radicals.
Of the second class of learned words-technical terms-
Spenser used many, from the arts, professions, and trades, and
esDecdally from chivalry. From music he borrowed Sminime" and
"divide". From architecture we have:
It wf^s a bridf?:e y built in goodly wise,
With curi-^us Corbes and pendants graven fairs.
And arched all with troches, did arize
On stately Dillours, fram'd after the Doric euize.lF.i^,
IV, X, 5.)
He borrowed from law the following:
From every worke he chalenged es30][ne. (F.Q. ,1, iv,2.)
.... hap-oie victorie
Gainst him, that had -hem long or^-nrest with tort.(F.O,.,
I, xii, 4.)
Ne ought he car*d, whom he endamaged
By tortious ^^Tong . . . .(F.Q,.
,
VI, vii, ?6
.
)
The damzel was - ttakt, and shortly broug'^t
Unto the bar^e, where as she was arravned.
But she would Dlead . . . .(F.Q., VI, vii, 36.)
Armoury lent to him 'curiets and bases fit for fight. '(V, V. 20
The following line shows the influence of archery:
21
H. 3, V. Hones, o-o. cit., p. 397.
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Even at the markewhite of his hart she roved.
From seamanshiT) we find:
His flaggy win^^s when forth he did dis-ol'^y,
Were like two sayles, in which the hoMow wind
Is gathered full, and worketh sneedv way:
And els the Dennes, that did his -ninion^ ^'ind,
Were like mavne-varc5s , with flyin':' canvas lynd.
(F, ^. , I, xi, 10)
Vere the maine sheet e and bear ut) with the land.
(F. Q., xii, 1)
Said then the '^.oteman, P-^lmer stere aright,
And keep an even course (F. Q,, , II, xii, 3)
Like as a ship with dr-edfull stof^me long tost.
Having snent all her mastes and her srround-hold . . . .
(F. Q."^1V, 1)
From chivalry we natural lly have many termBt
First he his beai-d did shave, and fov/ly shent
;
Then from him reft his shield, and it f'envei-^sed,
And blotted out his armes with falshood blent.
And himself e baffuld, and his ^r^.es unhurst ....
(F. Q., V,ili, 37.)
From among many hunting and hawking terms, we have:
See how he venteth into the wind. (Sh. Cal
, ,
Feb., 1,75)
His bevie of ladies bright (Apr., i, 118 and gloss.)
Mine eyes no more on Vanitie shall f-^ed,
Dut seeled up with death . . . . (F. Q. , V, ii, 54.)
Like to an Eagle in his kingly pride.
Soring through his wide Emoire of the aire,
'•^0 w^'ather his brode Sailes, by chaunce hath snide
A Soshawke, hich hath seized for her share
UDPon some fowle, that should her ^east prenare;
With )dteadful force he flies at her bylieu,
•^hat wit*^, his source, which none enduren dare.
Her from the guarrey he away doth drive
And from her griming "Dounce the greedy nvev <^oth rive.
(F. Q. , V, iv, 42.)
(c
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And we fini *the mountenance of flip:ht* from archery.
Among the third class of learned words, new makings,
we find among S-oenser' s work such words as *dreriment', *embravfe',
iioyaunce*, *cuffling* for scuffling, and many others.
J^he use 6i6 compound epithets was one of the most con-
spiciuoBS gifts given to England by the Pleiade. There was
nothing like it in England before its introduction there.
Sidney was the first to ado-ot Ronsard's 'vocables combos -z'.
We find mbny comDOund epithets in Spenser's sonnets and in
his Fqerle Oueene. Most of them are verbal ad.iectives modify-
ing nound, such as air-cutting . Froth-fomy steed is a noun-
adjective combination. Dead-doing hand and snakie-^aced are
combinations of verbal adjectives and adjectives. Luke-warm and
light-foot
.
a combination of nouns and adjectives, are terms
we still use, and are like the French tiede-chaud and nied-
iQger . ?till another made ut) of two adjectives and a noun is
true-love-wise . Filthy-feculent , silver-scaly are effective
double adjectives while love-lads , woman-wight , gor-falood , and
thunder-dart
e
s are good double nouns. t;omT)ound verbs and ad-
verbs include out-lanced and over-wrestled
,
A comr>ound verb is
the effective thunder-drive to hell.
In accordance with the noet's freedom in the use of
language, Spenser did not hesitate to alter words for conven-
ience of rhyme and metre, fie was bolder t an either Du Bellay
or Ronsard in the use Tjf poetic license. A good illustration

is to be found in the Faerie Queene
,
III, vi, 4, where Chryso-
gonp^e is swelled with a double *e* and the accent is on the
last syllable for the sake of the metre as well as the rhyme,
in III,v, 5, the name is snelled Chrysopione and the accent is
on the next to the la^'t syllable in order to accord with the
metre and rhjnne/
Syntax came next in l^nie^uage enrichment, but while
Spenser and other English writeEs followed French innovations
in the matter, their writing never became as artificial as that
of the French.
All in all, the English writers far outdid the French in
tbe use of the latter' s innovations in language. S-oen^er went
farthest in archaic diction, and although Sidney rivalled
Spenser in comnound terms, Jtienser used many. His terms were
never extravagant but often effective.
After enriching the vocabulary so that the resulting?
language w s adequate for any tyne of writing?, '^'oenser used
this irocabulary in his new style, -^t was i"rom his usage of the
language that S-oenser deduced the principles. In taking for
granted the poet's right to do this he was adonting a European
idea and proved himself to be a T>art of the European movement.
Spenser made his own rules for style, but he had taken
the ideas from the French. In imnroving the style of Doetry,
he considered unity first. From ^onsard ^nd the classics he
had leanned of form, and bv giving his T)oetry a well ro\mded
r
form he gave it unity. Form came to be one of the fir^t con-
siderations in his style.
Next, SDenser turned to the suiting of style to purpose.
The French had recognized the r)rinciT)le of decorum, '-'penser
succeeded admirably in this; as v/e think of his works individu-
ally, we note the plainness of Mother Hubbard' s Tale , the
flowery quality of MuioDot'^os , the rustic simDlicity of the
Shepherd* s Calendar , and the courtly chi-^r^^l^ic style of the
Faerie Q.ueene. It is here that Spenser used his new vocabulary
to make his stvle suit his sub,1ect. There were dialectic and
rustic terms in the Shepherd'
s
Calendar, and the ^aerie Queen
e
abounds in archaisms and terms of chivalry and court life.
Not onlyddid S'oen^er follow the Pleiade in ??:iving his
poetry form and a style suitable to the subject, but he also
copied the French dicta in the mse of classical allusion and
ppranhrase. English poe+ry became overladen with classical al-
lusion, and Spenser was no e^ceDtion. Indeed, to Lodge, his
contemporary, Spenser ^/as a classical scholar rathe^ than a
Doet, so much classical material did he use.
And Spenser used circumlocution to the -ooint of tedious-
ness. -^t is one criticism made of the Faerie Queene, for it
destroys the unity, Fletcher Doints out that where ^^Tjenser
could have used one line, he used fonn.
Nov/ hath fair '^hoebe, with her silver face.
Thrice seen the shadows of this nether world,
Sith last I left that honourable place,
In which her royal presence is enrolled. (II, iii, 44.)
c
He means, 'it is three months sinoe I left her T^alace.'^^ This
is just one of multitudinous examDles.
But no matter how •orofuse he became or how much he coDied
the Pleiade, Ppenser, together with the other great Elizabethans
Sidney and Shakespeare, fa-^ surras ^ed the French writers, ''e
s e this esr»ecially in the sonnets. While their stvle is amDle,
the English did not, like the French, concentrate on it until
it became artificial and turgid, '''o the English the thought,
the content, of the T)oem was more important. V/hile Ronssrd was
bound by court etiouette, ^T3enser was free to write as he wish-
ed, 8sr>ecially since he /as without court preferment. Though
we see much artificiality and much of the conventional in
Spenser's sonnets, there is his distinctive thought which set
him apart and makes his poetry live.
'-'o far we have seen that ^"Denser followed the rules
laid down by the Pleiade for the pnmoose of enriching the
language. Poets, who were to have complete freedom, were to
study the classics and C0T>y the kinds of TDoetry used. From
their t>«n language they were to take archaic and dialectic terms
and they were also to use foreigfl and classical words, all with
discrifeton. Poets were also to use technical words, as well as
newly invented ones, -^o beautify the language, they created a
22
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style noble' which used classical allusion and T>ara-Dhrase.
""hile Honsard's court life led him to concentrate more on stvle
and less on thought, "^pen-er had more freedom; so his -ooetry
is distinctive for its thought.
Now the noet has the kinds of poetry to work with; his
language is refined and enlarged; he has a stately rhetoric
full of allusion and circumlocution, 'i'here remains the task of
settino: all this fur ' of fine sound to music which shall at
33
onee fit and enhance its nohle utterance .
''^
just as Spenser h?d to create e new style for his Tjoetry,
he had to create a new versification. The two processes are
really one; they are interdeT^endent , for thev style (determines
the metre and the poet's feeling for rhythm, his =;'-ill in vary-
ing it, determine his style, S-oenser achieved a unity of these
things, v/hich made his ooetry outst-^nding and established him
as a true poet.
'i'he SheT)herd* s Calendar
,
'-'r)en3er*s first imT)ort*=int work,
is interesting not alone for its subject matter but for t'^e
variety of metres which "Denser used. '-L'his seems to have been
in the nature of experimentation; he used thirteen different
kinds, but found only three satirfactory enough to use after-
wards, '-i-'he sixains of ^January and December, which had been used
by both *^arot and Konsard, are imiDort^nt because the concluding
S3
Ibid.
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cou"Dlet of the sixfiin was to be used later in both the S-oenserian
sonnet and the ST^enserian stanza as well as in the heroic coup-
let of Mother Hubbard Is Tale . '-^'he linked quatrains of the
dialogue in -^pir^ii and November are also notable because when
they make a unit, as they do in Hobbinol's sDeeches in April,
we have the eis;ht-line stanza of Chaucer's Monk* s Tale , which
is usually regarded as the basis of the ST)en?erian stanza,
•t^nd with the linking of the ^;hree quatrains in At)ril (1,9-20),
we have all the ^pen^^erian sonnet eTcent the final couDlet.
^hus we see the stanza forms later so famous in the process of
development
,
ihe Spenserian sonnet and the Sioenserian stanza, when
finally perfected, only go farther toward attesting to Spenser's
versatility. They are a hapT)y mixture of Spenser's own invention
and the influence of other poets. While we find French influence,
Spenser used these French ideas in making sometMng highly orig-
inal.
•^he form of the Spenserian sonnet was that which had been
originated by SniiH3itV, that is, the division into twei*e lines
plus the couplet. The rhyme scheme consisted of three qua-* rains,
each alternately rhymed, with a rhyming counlet—ababbcbccdcdee.
'i'he linked quatrains, the last lines of the first and second
quatrains rhyming respectively with ^he first lines of ^he
second -^nd third quatrains, which we found before in the Calen-
dar, had been used in French noetry. But alternate rhymes and ths e

couTDlet were unknown ab-"oad. Spenser followed the French fashion
is restricting th'^ total number of rhymes -n a single sonnet to
five instead of extending it to seven as was usual in ineland.
In three sonnets he v^ade the final line an Alexandrine, which
may have been taken from Ronsard, but v^e are not sure. He may
habe taken the idea from the ^nenserian stanza which he had
been working with and if so, the ^lex'^nd-rine came from a differ-
enA sonnce, as we shall see.
Spenser turned to Chaucer for his .'aerie Queen
e
stanza,
and it is more than likely that he obtained the idea from
f^onsard, who advised ^oing back to old poets for models. Tor
the Snenserian stanza, Spenser used the eight-line ballad stan-
as used by Chaucer in the Monk* s Tale , as we have said. We
have seen how in Mobbinol's speeches in Anril the ouatrains made
a unit which b-ceane the ^I^Pen^^e^-ian stanza, '^he idea of using a
concluding couT)let on the c-rhyme mi^ht have come to him from
the ottava rima, the rhyme royal, or the -^ixT^line stanza used
in the Calendar and used bv the ffrench, as we said.
V/e see that the less certain we a-^e of ST)enser's sources,
the more sure we are that although "Spenser might habe r<='ceived
the initial push from ot er authors, he continued under his own
momentum to devel p something outstanding as well as original.
Spenser's genius was shewn more in the treatment of his
metres than in his choice of them. In his time the metrical

system used was in a sad sta-^e. The^^e was no agreement about
it: the -L-atinists Ve-ot to a monotonously regular yystem, while
on the ofeher hand the verses of other -noets were linelin^r and
benal, ^T)en?=er had enough p-enius to see that while verse shoulc(
keep to a pattern, the variations in rhythm which run along bu1|
never destroy the pattern, p;ive Doetry its beauty. As Ren^ick
puts it: **. . . . good verse is like a river, wftich flows all
in one direction, but carries on its surface the changing nlay
OA
of eddies and ri^Dles,"
S-oenser knew of three metrical systems* the '-©tin quan-
titative system, the syllabic system of the French, and the
system ^f Chaucer. In the -^atin system the verse was construct-l
ed of long and short syllables; in the French, each line con-
tained a fixed number of syllables and the lines were bound
together by rhyme; the Ct~aucerian system had a weries of lines
each containing a more or less fixed number of strong accents
mo:^e or less regular. These three systems are very different,
but all had hhe possibility of variation in rhythm. None of
them exactly suited English, but Spenser exnerimented and leafiii
ed from each. result was something like Chauceris comiDro-
mise between the French syllabic style and the Latin stvle.
V/e have seen how the Areopagus exDerimented with the
24,William L. "Renwick, Edmund ST)enser (London: Edward
Arnold and Co., 1925), p. 106.
c
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Latin system in an attempt to improve the *balde rymes* of the
day. Both Sr>enser and Sidney may have followed -Jrant, who was
the first to translate ^orace^s Ars Poetica in iingland. Now
Drant is suDDOsed to have been influenced by the Pleiade and
this lays at the fe-t of the French writers the eesponsibility
for enthusiasm over Horace and quantitdtive writing. Just at
the time when Sidney was in -^aris, Baif was experimenting with
Latin verse. Another school in T^ngland following Ascham, v/hich
differed somewhat from the French school, was also ex-oerimentini
But whether or not the English followed the French or Ascham,
their attempt was a failure., However, it was helDful to the
youthful Spenser since it gave him practice in placing words
to the best advantage, in the best order v/ith regard to style
and rh^^hm. Ronsard had councelled working for these thin^^s.
This Toractice also taught Spenser to work ^'dth the tihrase as
the unit instead of the word.
In the French system the Pleiade Boets set an example
in varying the metre, and imitation of their Doetry would teach
the young "Spenser not only variety of metre but how one line
is related to those before and after it, which makes a grout)
of lines a unit. The French used rhyme to unify their lines.
In spite of the criticisms of the Humanists, -^Denser used rhyme
and the success of his rh}/med poems more or less stifled their
arguments that Yhyme was barbaric. In the Shepherd* s Calendar
Spenser used several new rhyme schemes and we have noted that
(c
he turned the blank verse T^oems of the Theatre into re^^ular
rhymed stanzas in his ^omiplaint s
.
From the French ^Denser learned not only the rule of the
ear, but pIso that he could vgry the accent and '^till iceep
regularitj/- of syilables, although the heavy English accent
would not permit him to do this as freely as the French could.
i^penser also exDerimented with the CJhaucerian system,
but he found it much too rough and heavy.
Spenser's problem was to reconcile the metrical Dattern
with the natural rhythm of the language. In this Spenser was
helped by music. Ronsard had thought of verse as ^'elated to
music and had recommended making verses masculine and feminine
and varying the length of line in order to make verse musical.
This created a variable rhythm which did not interru-nt the
regular metre. And these musical rhythms accQrded with the
rhjrthms of English syntax and vocabulary.
But in France, the alternation of masculine and feminine
rhymes became an overworked device. It limited the Doet and
deadened the verse. The English were not held down by such a
close following of rules and, as -^egouis sirys : " .... it
was more possible in England than in France to refine on the
varieties of the stanzas for which France had suiDDlied the
model to miiltit>ly their types. "^^
25
Ibid., p. 166.
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This musical sense, which Spenser had, led him to con-
sider carefully the TDauses in his verse, the caesura and the
line-endings. Departing from the mechanical method the -^^atin-
ists had of cutting the caesura always in the same TjiiLce in t^ie
line, Spenser varied the place of his caesura while observing
at the same time the regular pauses of English speech. And he
continued his rhythm from line to line, often making the end
pause very •flight.
Just as important as the movement of the rhythm was thfe
sequence of vowels and consonants, and S-oenser*s verse is not jd
for its fluidity in this respect, -tie constructed his fefeanzas
so that the series of short crisp words gradually led into a
long sweeping cadence at the end.
Thus Spenser improved his versification by using his
sense of music to create variable rhythms, still controlled
by meter. By maVing a unity of style and verse he ^'m^oroved
English poetry and established a •orecedent for later Doets.
Since this has been a work of comparison, it has
included throughout examples of ideas ^T)enser borrowed from
members of the Pleiade grouD. These we have seen to ranee froHn
the obvious to the uncertain. We can t>oint out Quite confi-
dently that Spenser followed clo<=elv Pleiade rules for the
writing of Doetry and t' e improvement of the language.
These things Spenser had to borrow. And we know that Spenser
ri
acknowledged hif=i <=iarly "borrowings from Du Bellay. But when we
attempt to trace influences in the voetvy which Suenser offered
as his own, we are treading on unsure p-round. "^t is difficult
to say, in comrjaring two T>oems with like tb ernes or sentiments,
whether one v^as influenced "oy the other, or v/hether it was
me-r-e coincidence. If Spenser* s tiaom is^a word for word trans-
;jation, or even a paraphrase, it establishes the proof, but
that is more often not the case. Therefore, in seeking to es-
tablish borrowings, we must be sure that both sentiment and
language coincide with the French original before it is safe
to say that one is coiDied. We must assume that authorities are
aware of this and have considered well before they state that
certain Doems are borrowed. Yet there is still a most discon-
certing lack of agreement among authorities, fflr. Dodge, for
instance, criticizes ^r. -^ee ftarshly for makins some comTDari<^ons
.
He says
:
Mr. Lee seems to be never quite so well satisfied as
when he has a-omrently demonstrated that such and such an
Elizabethan sonnet cannot possibly be the record of Der-
sonal experiences, because it is all imitation.
This is shown by his treatment of the 68th sonnet of Spenser*
s
Amoretti .
'This sonnet*, says ^-r, '-ee, 'was clearly suggested by
Desportes* tjaculation at the same reason which unexpected-
ly fills a niche in the poet*s Amours de Diane' ....
what have these two sonnets in common*^ Nothing whatever . .
. .
that tv7o of them happened to write of similar experiences
surely does not prove that one necessarily tooV his cue
from the other.
i
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Dodge.^ go*8 on to disprove statements other authors have Tnade?^
But the writer of the Edinburgh Review of Jfanuary, 1907,
whoever he may be, goes farthest in '^is criticism, fie contends
against the views of Mr, Lee and Mr. Wyndham that the sonnet-
eering fashion which prevailed in "lizahethan England may, or
may not have been -set going by the Pleiade. What is, trueis that
the Deffense bee me very T)opular in England and there were writ-
ten several essays on the art of iDoetry which followed it
closely, the best being Sidney's. And the Pleiade' s metres
were re-oroduced in England because the English adopted the
metrical rules laid dovm by Bellay. i^ut that does not t>rove
there is imitation, says the witer. goes on to Say that
while there were metres and various devices borrowed from France
the nature of the English tongue transformed these measures.
And for a large number of metres there was enough precedent
at home. Continuing, the critic states that discovering the
extent of borrov/ing is not important and a waste of time, for
Spenser's genius lies apart from it, H is true that 'Spenser
translated Du Bellay at seventeen, that he was familiar with
French and that not a few of his poems are mere translations,
but in the works he lives by, he had absorbed these influences
and had changed them into something i^nglish. -L'he writer con-
^^Robert ^. Dodge, ''A Sermon on Source Hunting." Modern
Philology. IX (1911), p. 214.
rL
eluded that influences make or mar only small men—the poet-
apes. As to the gre'^'t poets, it is interesting to know what
they learned, but that does not make their charm. That charm,
in the words of Sidnej'', is 'whatsoever may make the too-loved
earth more lovely .... With a tale forsooth he cometh unto
you, with a tale which holdeth cbild-'^en from "nlay, and old men
from the chimney-corner.' And the fact that the rioet so holds
27
us can never be explained.
The writer of the Edinburgh ^e^jiew accuses Mt, Lee and
others of 'splitting hairs' in pointing out -oarticular borrowed
poems, but is himself trivial in quarreling with them, it seems
to me. True, the importance lies not in seeking the extent to
which Spenser borrowed, but neither does it lie in ignoring
imitation ,1ust because Spenser's genius lies aDarrt from it.
No one will deny that. But it is interesting to see what --Den-
ser owed to others, since many great writers take their initial
step in the footsteps of past writers whom they have studied.
And the importance lies in the fact that the Pleiade insT)ired
S-nenser to take the leap into -ooetry, and with its guidance he
suT5ported himself until with his new noetvj he was T'eady to
strike out for himself and reveal his genius. It is this initial
insniration that ^nenser r-r^ceived and this t)recedent in the mat-
ter of creating a new poetry with a new language that makes the
influence of the Pleiade on Edmund Spenser important.
rT.."^yte^y}^j;5'^^..ggg^^he Elizabethan..." Bdlnbur^h pg^ew.
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CHAPTER V
SUIVIMARY
When the Renaissance reached France, the new intellectu-
al stimulus led to the formation of the Pleiade group. In their
higher conceDtion of Doetry, the Pleiade writers set out to
make it ca-oable of dealing with the highest themes. Dm Bellay
set forth these views in his Deffense et Illustration and he
constructed a program for the im-orovement of French ttoetry
which was necessary in the new C'^nceDtion of the art. "^oets
were to take as their models clas<^ical and Italian writinsiis.
They were to use the Italian sonnet form and such antique forms
qs the eqlogue, the elegy, the satire, the epigram, the ode,
the hymn, and the epic. This theory of imitation when too strici
ly followed was detrimental to the value of French poetry.
Instead of assimilating ideas and then creating something orig-
inal, the French t>oets stoo-oed to merely co-nying classic writer! ^
In this imitation t ey were content to coT)y the observations
of other noets concerning life, while all great Doetry snrings
from direct observation of life. It can be said in defense of
these Doet^, hov/ever, that they wanted to bring the best thought
to modern readers and made no ^retention of its beins th^ir
own, Ronsard, at least, attempted to go beyond imitation and
do some creative work and the'^e are writers who claim that from
±h-e_ early serv ile „lmitat ion of the classics the French graduall: ^
,4
\
liberated themselves and achieved individual work of the high-
est quality.
'ffhat the French did learn was that the style ?^nd lan-
guage of Doetry are different from that of -prose. Methods for
vocabulary enrichment were adoTDted; the French borrowed from
provincial dialects; they revived old French words long out of
use; they borrowed words and ohrases from classical and foreign
tongues; and they cheated new words by invention as well '^s by
combining alr'^ady exist ng words. The borrowing of foreign
terms was greatly criticized and the French learned to U'^e
discretion in the matter, turning more to their own tongue than
to Greek and Latin, -tiowever, not all of the French poets were
as moderate as Hondard in borrowing.
French reforms in the matter of syntax were not so suc-
cessful since too great an at-ention to sentence order led to
artificiality, French could not be forced into the classical
mold.
Great strides were made in versification and it may be
said that the French did their most important work in this
field. Not only were many new metrical combinations added to
French peotry, including the revival of the all-imtiortant
alexandrine, but the verse achieved perfection throu h harmonic
variation and subtle cadences running through the verses. Sound
and word combinations were developed to the full in order to
bring about this perfect verse.
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But v^ile the French achieved a nerfect verse, they were}
too satisfied with the externals to think of content—the real
foundation of great voetvj , '^hey co-oied clas.'^'c T)hilosoT)hy
according to their theory of imitation. Although we find a
mixture of tjagan and Christian sentiment, it is hard to -ooint
to any one philosonhy which was definitely theirs. We susDect
that they had too great a uagan love of life and material gain
and were content to skiD along the surface of life en^jjjing
the tangible ^ather than diving deeT)ly into that which lies
behind life.
The TDhilosoTDhy which fO ccurs in their voetvj is always
filled with classical learning and classical mythology. This
caused their verse to be too pedantic and too turgid. This
sott of verse would at)-Deal only to the learned and they exulted!
in the fact that their Boetry was not for the contemptible
unlearned multitude. In this they erred, for great -ooetry appeatLs
to all classes. Since the a-nDeal of their T)oetry was so limited
it cannot be said that the French developed a mational poetry.
If they had had more regard for the common "neo^le, tiyey might
have avoided too much "oedantry and so have created a greater
poetry.
But if the Pleiade witers lacked -restraint and economy
in their new-found freedom, if they defended too much on imi-
tation and were too impatient to refine their ideas, if their
r\
i
work was overfilled with classical learning and lacked deeT5
feeling or poetic imagination; nevertheless, they achieved a
Doetry of beauty,
Spenser achieved the ercellences of the "^leiade writers,
and he fell into "ome of their defects, too. In his early train-
ing under Mulcaster and his university studies he became ac-
quainted with ^he French writers who v/ere so well kno^vn in
England, ^e set for himself the like task of c-^eatin^? a e^reater
English poetry which would rank with that of any countrv,
ancient o-^ modBrn. It is more than lik'^ly that he modeled his
English -oet on Du Bellay's Def fenfle . At any rate, he seems to
have followed the it'rench urogram very closely, too, studied
the classical writers, with their new French r)oetry as an ex-
ample of the success with which the ^leiade had carried out its
Tirogra'Ti., he could do no better t an begin by translating a>u
Bellay. tiaving acquired a s' ill through these first exercises,
he began to strike out for himself and adopted the classical
forms of TDoetry which the French had recommended, paving begun
with the sonnet, he used the form a^^j'^in in '"ears of the uses
and in his Amoretti . bpenser used the eclosue in his She-pherd* s
Calendar , the elegy in the '^Tnvember ecl-^^ue, the satire in
Mother Hubbard's Tale , the eDieram, seve-^al of which follow the
Amoretti
,
the hymn in his Four Eyr^jis
,
the little floral lyrics
in the Shepherd* s Calendar and the epic in his Faerie Q,ueene ,
r
in which he followed closely the idea^; of non'^ard and Du Bsllay
S'oenMer, t">o, had the r.aiio Droblom of sbyls and lan-
guage and from the French he took the id-^a that noetvy should
have an exalted style far abo^e that of common speech, Srenser
did monumental work in building ut) the l?^nfruage to suit the
style. He adopted the very methods that the French had used,
using TDrovincisl and archaic terms, words borrowed from foreign
tongues and coined words. While Snenser went further than the
French in borrowing, he always kept in mind the -orinciDle of
decorum; his words were always suitable. Though he was criti-
cized for borrowing many foreig]^ words, he borrowed most from
his own language, "^e always used discretion in the matter.
Just as St)enser had followed the Pleiade in building ut)
a iDoetic style ' nd language, he adopted many of their ideas
about versification, on which style deiDends. Like Ronsa-rd, he
ext)erimBnted with many different kinds of metre. Ronsard had
recommended going back to old writers end SDenser did turn
to Chaucer* s eight-line stanza form. In the stanza forms for
which he is noted, the ST)enserian stanza and the ^nenserian
sonnet, Spenser showed originality and e:enius; while he borrow-
ed from the French and from Chaucer, he went beyond that and
cr«at4d forms peculiarly his ovm.
The English poet showed as much genius in the treatment
of his metres. In experimenting with the three metrical systems
he developed a combination of them which best suited the i^ecu^
78
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liarities of English. K'^ch system aided him; the "^atin svstem
taaght him word order and the imDortance of the 'Phrase as the
unit: the French taua;ht him not only to work for stanza unity,
or the relation of line to line, but he learned the rule of the
ear and variation of accent while still keeping syllabic regulai
ity. Like Ronsard, Snenser had a sense of music and he followed
^onsard's suggestions in creating a musical verse by attention
torhythra and sound and word combinations.
Spenser achieved the Fmnch standards of beauty and
perfietton in verse, but his poetry is p-reater than the Pleiade
poetry because of its underlying r)hilosoT)hy . It is true that
SiDenser, too, included in his T)oetry much DhilosoT^hy v/hich was
not his mm, but in his greatest work, his Faerie Queen
e
,
we
find him to hold the doctrine of Christian Puritanism—the
material wedded tb the spiritual—the only permanent substance.
He combined the Renaissance emT)hasis on this life with the
Mediaeval stress on the next.
Spenser* s tioetic philosophy was much like that of the
Pleiade. In brief, poetry and the poet were immortal and while
poets could not hope for just recognition during their life-
time, in future ages their worth would come into its own. '•'•'o
those i^'eas Spenser added the idea that poetry should have a
purpose and he gave his ooetry both a political and a moral
purpose
.

Perhaps '^T)enser*s conception of poetry was too high;
like the Pleiade he had a contempt for the masses and his
poetry is too learned and too full of classical Allusion to
aopeal to the greater number of Deople. One reason for Shake©-
^peare' s popularity is the absence of this T)edantry. ^hakesDearr
wrote for the common T)eo-ole. ^^hile Spenser is just as imT)ortant
and nerhaDs through his work with ^glish he m^^ide it -nossible
for '^hakes'oeare to write as he did, he cannot be appreciated
generally becuase he is too complex. Tr^ly he is a T)oet*^. -ooet.
And not only is there difficulty with the classical learning
but the true allegorical significance can only be seen after
deep st|idy into the political history of his time.
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